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While the sun hangs in the sky and the desert has sand
While the waves crash in the sea and meet the land
While there's a wind and the stars and the rainbow
Till the mountains crumble into the plain (...)
(...) We‘ll keep on trying
Tread that fine line
We‘ll keep on trying
Till the end of time (...)
(...) If there‘s a God or any kind of justice under the sky
If there's a point, if there's a reason to live or die
If there's an answer to the questions we feel bound to ask (...)
(...) We‘ll keep on trying
Tread that fine line
We‘ll keep on trying
Till the end of time (...)
(…)And whatever will be, will be…
(Innuendo by Queen, 1991)
I'm still alive
Must have been a miracle
It's been a hell of ride
Destination still unknown
It's a fact of life (...)
(...) I'm a runaway train on broken track
I'm a ticker on a bomb, you can't turn back this time
That's right
I got away with it all and I'm still alive
Let the end of the world come tumbling down
I'll be the last man standing on the ground
As long as I got blood rush trough my veins
I'm still alive (...)
(Alive by Michael Lee Aday – Meatloaf –, 2006)

All this work is dedicated to
Kasia, Grzegorz and my Parents
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SUMMARY
The developing neuromuscular junction (NMJ) serves as one of the best model
systems for studying synapse formation since changes in shape, size, and molecular
composition can be followed with high spatial and temporal resolution.
Formation of the NMJ depends on coordinated interactions between nerve
terminals and muscle fibres [1] and requires reciprocal signals from both cells to efficiently
regulate all the events taking place during its development. This includes synapse-specific
gene expression, generation of action potentials and stabilization events leading to the
formation of a sophisticated apparatus which ensures that the muscle fibre is provided
with trophic factors as well as electrical stimuli. The receptor tyrosine kinase MuSK and its
natural ligand, a neuron-specific isoform of the extracellular matrix molecule agrin, are
considered to play a fundamental role in the formation and maintenance of the NMJ. In
cultured myotubes, MuSK is activated by neural agrin, and this causes its phosphorylation
and results in the formation of AChRs clusters on the cell surface [2-5].
The present study discusses different approaches to understand better the
mechanisms of how the NMJ is formed and maintained.
In the first project, we addressed the question of MuSK – neural agrin interaction
and the necessity for an additional component of the agrin receptor complex. We
generated transgenic mice overexpressing MuSK or neural mini-agrin as well as both
proteins throughout the entire muscle fibre. We found evidence that in muscle cells MuSK
is sufficient to respond to neural agrin with no necessity of any additional co-receptor
protein. We also show that Dok-7, a MuSK adaptor protein, limits the formation of ectopic
postsynaptic like structures in innervated muscle. From this, we conclude that it is very
likely that in muscle cells MuSK serves as a functional receptor for neural agrin.
The second project refers to the regulation of the NMJ formation. We found that
signal transduction downstream of agrin involves the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) pathway, particularly ERK1/2 and JNK. It involves MuSK signaling, requires Dok7 and is ErbB-independent. We also show that MAPK phosphatase-1, MKP-1, plays a
crucial regulatory role in formation of the nerve-muscle connection.
Results of the third project describe that a miniaturized form of agrin is able to fully
rescue perinatal death of agrin-deficient mice, and that this function does not depend on
local deposition of agrin at synapses. Moreover, we show that acetylcholine together with
neural agrin stabilizes the postsynaptic structures at the NMJ.
The function of agrin in CNS was our main interest in the fourth project. Using
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agrin-deficient mice with a transgenic reconstitution of the expression of neural agrin by
motor neurons, we found that in the brain, agrin is localized to the excitatory synapses.
Lack of agrin resulted in a strong reduction of synaptic structures in the cerebral cortex
coinciding with the attenuation of the frequency of miniature postsynaptic currents.
Additionally we found that muscle specific kinase MuSK is also expressed in the brain,
thus possibly involved in the formation of the nerve-nerve connections. Finally, we show
that agrin function involves MAP kinase signaling.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS
Ach

Acetylcholine

AChE

Acetylcholine esterase

AChR

Acetylcholine Receptor

Btx

-Bungarotoxin

Cdc42

Cell division cycle 42 (GTP binding protein)

CNS

Central Nervous System

CRD

Cysteine Rich Domain

CRE

cAMP Responsive Element

Dok-7

Docking Protein 7 (phosphotyrosine binding protein)

ErbB

Receptor Tyrosine Kinase for neuregulins

GABP

Growth Associated Binding Protein

Ig

Immunoglobin

MASC

Myotube Specific Accessory Component

MU

Motor Unit

MuSK

Muscle Specific Kinase

N-CAM

Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule

NMJ

Neuromuscular Junction

PAK1

P21-activated kinase

PH

Pleckstrin Homology Domain

PTB

Phosphotyrosine Binding Domain

Rac1

ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 (GTP binding protein)

RATL

Rapsyn Associated Transmmbrane Linker

RTK

Receptor Tyrosine Kinase

TKD

Tyrosine Kinase Domain
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1.

THE SYNAPSE

In every living organism, sophisticated and highly efficient mechanisms are
required to enable communication between cells. In case of neuronal cells, such
communication is made possible by synapses, the functional contacts between neurons.
The term ―synapse‖ was introduced at the turn of the 20th century by Charles Sherrington
to describe a specialized zone of contact at which one neuron communicates with
another. The meaning of the word ―synapse‖ comes from its Greek derivative ―synaptein‖
(―syn‖ - ―together‖, ―haptein‖ - ―to fasten‖) [6]. Two different types of synapses, electrical
and chemical, have been found in neurons based on their mechanism of transmission. At
electrical synapses, current flows through gap junctions, which are specialized membrane
channels that connect two cells. In contrast to this, chemical synapses enable cell-to-cell
communication via the secretion of neurotransmitters, the chemical agents released by
the presynaptic neurons to produce secondary current flow in postsynaptic neurons by
activating specific receptor molecules [7]. Chemical synapses exist also outside the
central nervous system. For example, axons of the autonomic nervous system innervate
glands, smooth muscles and hearth. It is also true for skeletal muscle where chemical
synapses occur between axons of motor neurons of the spinal cord and muscle fibres
(Fig.1) within the functional structures, called motor units (MU), representing the close
connection between neurons and muscle.
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1.1 MOTOR UNIT

The motor unit (MU) represents the smallest part of a muscle which can be
activated selectively by the central nervous system and is defined as a motor neuron
together with all the muscle fibres that it innervates [8] (Fig 1). MUs are considered to be
the basic functional units of the neuromotor system. They can vary widely in size, having
innervation ratios (i.e., the number of muscle fibres per motor neuron) ranging from a few
fibres per motor neuron in some extraocular muscles to thousands of fibres per motor
neuron in some large limb muscles. In muscles from normal animals, the fibres within a
MU show relatively similar, although not identical, biochemical and histochemical
properties [9]. Several schemes have been developed for classifying MUs into distinct
groups or type based on additional physiological properties. According the presence or
absence of decline in force output during low-frequency tetanization as well as relative
resistance to fatigue during a normal stimulation, the motor units have been classified into
FF units (fast twitch, fatigable), FR units (fast twitch, fatigue resistant) and S units (slow
twitch) [10, 11]. It is worthy to mention that one motor neuron can innervate from 1 to over
2000 muscle fibres, but each muscle fibre receives inputs from only one motor neuron [7].
An important anatomical and functional part of the MU is a synapse formed in the place of
contact of motor neuron and muscle fibre, called neuromuscular junction (NMJ), which
has many of the structural features of the chemical synapses in the central nervous
system [12].
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Figure 1 │A motor unit

Muscle fibres are innervated by motor neurons whose cell bodies are located in the spinal cord.
Their axons leave the spinal cord and are distributed to the motor nerves. Each motor axon
branches several times and innervates many muscle fibres. One nerve ending innervates one
muscle fibre. The combination of a single motor neuron and all the muscle fibres it innervates is
called

a

motor

unit

(MU).

(from

B.

Cummings,

2001;

available

in

internet:

http://www.etsu.edu/cpah/hsci/forsman/Histology%20of%20musclefor%20web_files/image015.jpg)
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1.2 NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION

The neuromuscular junction (NMJ), a synapse formed between motor neuron and
muscle fibre, is a complex structure that allows the efficient communication between those
two cells (Fig.1 and Fig.2). Its formation and activity ensures muscle fibres to be provided
with trophic factors as well as electrical impulses (via the chemical neurotransmitter,
acetylcholine) that generates a muscle action potential. Thanks to its unique anatomical
properties, the NMJ is a very useful model system for studying synapse formation and
maintenance.
Three cell types are involved in the formation and maintenance of the NMJ; motor
neurons, muscle fibres and Schwann cells. Synaptic portions of all three cells are highly
specialized, containing high concentrations of organelles and molecules found also at low
concentrations extrasynaptically and this is one of the cardinal features of the NMJ
structure. Looking closely, the following main elements can be distinguished within the
NMJ: the presynaptic region containing the nerve terminal, the synaptic cleft and the
postsynaptic surface, which is a part of muscle fibre [13] (Fig.2).
The motor nerve terminal is specialized for neurotransmitter release. It contains a
large numbers of 50-nm-wide synaptic vesicles filled with a neurotransmitter,
acetylcholine, as well as numerous mitochondria providing the energy for synthesis and
release of neurotransmitter. The terminal is polarized, with most of the vesicles clustered
in the half-terminal that faces the muscle fibre, and most of its mitochondria in the halfterminal beneath the Schwann cell. Many of the vesicles are further focused at dense
patches on the presynaptic membrane, called active zone, at which vesicles fuse with the
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membrane to release their contents into the synaptic cleft [14].
The postsynaptic membrane is specialized to respond rapidly and reliably to
neurotransmitter released from the overlying nerve terminal. The characteristic
ultrastructural features of the postsynaptic muscle membrane is its local immersion into
shallow gutters beneath the nerve terminal, and then subsequent invagination into 1-μmdeep folds that open directly opposite to the presynaptic active zones. Many types of
molecules including nicotinic receptors for acetylcholine (AChRs), ion channels and cell
adhesion molecules playing their roles at the NMJ, are selectively localized to individual
parts of the postsynaptic folds. AChRs together with rapsyn (a 43-kDa, AChR-associated
protein) are mainly localized to the crests and partway down the sides of the folds (in
concentration higher than 10,000 molecules per μm2), whereas for example, sodium
channels and the neural cell adhesion molecule (N-CAM) are concentrated in the depths
of folds [15, 16]. This kind of molecular arrangement at the NMJ is likely to be important to
warrant sufficient synaptic transmission [17].
The synaptic cleft is a space of

50 nm that separates nerve terminal and muscle

fibre plasma membranes. It is comprised of basal lamina, which unsheathes each muscle
fibre, passes through the synaptic cleft and extends into the junctional folds. It may also
bind receptors on adjacent cell membrane surfaces, providing a means of cell adhesion
and signaling among NMJ components [18]. The major components of muscle basal
lamina are similar to those of basal laminae throughout the body — collagen IV, laminins,
nidogen, and heparan sulfate proteoglycans. However, synaptic and extrasynaptic
portions of the basal lamina can differ in their isoform composition. Synaptic basal lamina
contains also additional, distinct molecules including a collagen-tailed form of
acetylcholinesterase a set of glycoconjugates, as well as signaling molecules (agrin and
neuregulin) [19, 20].
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Figure 2 │Neuromuscular junction

A neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is the synapse formed at the place of connection of a
motor neuron and a muscle fibre. NMJ is analogous to the synapse formed between two neurons
and consists of pre- and postsynaptic parts that are separated by synaptic cleft. A nerve fibre
divides into many terminal branches; each terminal ends on a region of muscle fibre called the end
plate. Upon stimulation by a nerve impulse, the terminal releases the chemical neurotransmitter
acetylcholine from synaptic vesicles. Acetylcholine then binds to the AChR, opens it, and sodium
ions flow through the muscle fibre plasma membrane. This initiates the end-plate potential, the
electrical event that leads to contraction of the muscle fibre.
(adapted from Sanes and Lichtman, Ann Rev Neurosci, 1999)
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DEVELOPMENT OF NMJ

For the proper development of the NMJ, synchronized cooperation of different cell
types, which must reach the appropriate place in appropriate time and developmental
stage, is necessary. It requires also a series of reciprocal inductive interactions between
the motor neuron and the muscle cell that culminate in the precise juxtaposition of a highly
specialized presynaptic nerve terminal with a complex postsynaptic endplate on the
muscle surface
Muscle fibres are multinucleated cells derived from mesodermal precursor cells
that acquire a myogenic identity in the dermatomyotomal portion of the somites [21].
Committed myogenic cells migrate to sites where muscles will form. There they divide,
and their postmitotic progeny differentiates into myoblasts. The myoblasts align into
"straps," then fuse to form myotubes. Upon fusion, expression of a large number of genes
that encode many contractile and signaling molecules is activated [22].
Motor neurons arise in the ventral portion of the neural tube from multipotent
progenitors that also give raise to interneurons and glial cells [23]. Motor axons exit the
central nervous system through ventral roots or cranial nerves and then run long
distances through peripheral nerves to muscles. Motor axons reach target muscles as
myoblasts are fusing to form myotubes. When a motor neuron enters a muscle, it loses its
myelin sheath and splits into many terminal branches to innervate tens to hundreds of
muscle fibres [24] (Fig. 3). These terminal branches run along the myofibres to end at the
NMJ. Once the motor axon's growth cone contacts a newly formed myotube, synaptic
transmission commences quickly. Initially, however, the efficacy of transmission is
extremely low, reflecting the absence of both pre- and postsynaptic specializations. Over
a period of about a week, a fully functional (but still immature) synapse forms in which
both nerve and muscle are greatly transformed [24] (Fig.3).
Schwann cells, the glia of the peripheral nervous system, are derivatives of the
neural crest, which arises from the dorsal margin of the neural tube. While motor neurons
and muscle fibres are involved in the formation of pre- and postsynaptic site, respectively,
the role of Schwann cells is to form a cap in close apposition to the nerve terminal. With
the cap, NMJs can be properly protected, insulated from the environment and provided
with trophic factors [24]. Schwann cells play also an important role in the induction of
nerve terminal sprouting following partial denervation and it is likely that they also
influence the remodeling of the presynaptic nerve terminal during aging [25].
Neuromuscular synaptic transmission is fast and reliable. An action potential in the
motor axon always causes an action potential in the muscle cell it innervates. It is partially
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thanks to the existence of structural specializations at the NMJ. Its most important
specialization is the size. The NMJ is one of largest synapses in the organism. In addition,
postsynaptic terminals contain, as mentioned before, a series of shallow folds. Together
with the presence of a large number of active zones in the presynaptic nerve ending it
ensures that many of neurotransmitter molecules can be focally released onto a large
surface of a highly sensitive postsynaptic membrane [12].
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Figure 3 │ Development of neuromuscular junction

(Upper part) The motor axon approaches a newly formed myotube. At the area of contact, the
axon differentiates into a motor nerve terminal that is specialized for transmitter release. Schwann
cell processes cap the terminal and the muscle forms a complex postsynaptic apparatus.

(Lower part) Acetylcholine receptors (AChRs) are initially present at a moderate level throughout
the myotube surface. In adult muscle, by contrast, AChRs are mainly and highly concentrated in
the postsynaptic membrane but not extrasynaptically. This clustering involves both redistribution of
AChR proteins, and localized synaptic synthesis of AChRs. The local synthesis results from
enhanced transcription of AChR genes by subsynaptic nuclei and by repression of extrasynaptic
nuclei.
(adapted from Sanes and Lichtman, Nat Rev Neurosci, 2001)
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1.3 SIGNALLING AT THE NMJ, MOLECULES

1.3.1

MUSCLE SPECIFIC KINASE MuSK

1.3.1.1

IDENTIFICATION

MuSK (Muscle Specific Kinase) is a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), which plays a
crucial role in the formation and maintenance of the NMJ. MuSK has been identified and
described for the first time by Valenzuela and collaborators in 1995. In their studies,
authors searched for RTKs, that are selectively expressed in skeletal muscle and that are
up-regulated upon denervation, based on the idea that denervation could induce the reexpression of RTKs important during embryogenesis as well as of those involved in NMJ
plasticity. Initially, MuSK, was found to be expressed exclusively in skeletal muscle [26];
however the subsequent studies have shown MuSK to be present also in the central
nervous system, suggesting its possible role in the formation of neuron-neuron
connections [27-29].
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1.3.1.2

STRUCTURE

The mouse MuSK gene consists of at least 15 exons distributed over 90 kb on
chromosome 4 [26]. Several transcriptional start sites have been identified within the
MuSK promoter region. The one closest to the coding sequence (designated as nucleotide
1) is thymidine 51 upstream of the translation start site. Transcription may also start at –42
guanosine, –60 cytidine, –89 adenosine and –114 adenosine [30]. In addition, many
regulatory elements were found in the MuSK 5'-flanking region. Kim and collaborators
have identified four E-box elements, the sequences known to be involved in
differentiation-dependent gene expression [30]. Secondly, N-box regulatory elements –
sequences involved in synapse-specific gene expression at the NMJ – were also identified
in the MuSK promoter region [31]. Finally, a cyclic AMP response element (CRE)-like
regulatory element has also been found within MuSK promoter region and described to
have an inhibitory influence on MuSK expression [30]. Presence of multiple transcription
start sites as well as different regulatory sequences in the MuSK promoter region implies
the possibility of controlling of MuSK expression by several regulatory systems.

Figure 4 │Structure and exon organization of muscle specific kinase (MuSK)
SS – signal sequence; IgI-IV – immunoglobulin like domains; C6 box – 6 conserved cysteine
residues; CRD – cysteine rich domain; Y – juxtamembrane tyrosine residue; TKD – tyrosine kinase
domain, NMTNAT – two putative N-glycosylation sites
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MuSK mRNA undergoes alternative splicing. Accordingly, distinct cDNAs were
isolated encoding slightly different versions of MuSK extracellular domain (Fig. 4). The
splice versions differ by the presence or absence of one, two or three different insertions
(a 10 amino acid insertion, a 15 amino acid insertion and an 8 amino acid insertion) in the
ectodomain. Localizations of exons encoding for the 8 and 10 amino acid splice inserts
are conserved in mouse MuSK when compared to human and their sequences display
high percentage of identity [26, 32]. No rat or human counterpart for the 15 amino acid
exon has been published so far, but in mouse MuSK this sequence is inserted precisely at
a splice site reported previously by Hesser and collaborators for a MuSK variant lacking
the entire third Ig-like domain [32, 33]. This splice variant of MuSK is the result of
elimination of two exons. Interestingly, the MuSK molecule is still fully functional even if
the whole third Ig-like domain is missing [33].
Mature MuSK is composed of 860 - 893 amino acids with a predicted (isotopically
averaged) molecular weight of 95.6 – 99.6 kDa depending on the splice variant. This
includes a signal peptide, an ectodomain, a transmembrane and a cytoplasmic region.
The extracellular portion of MuSK consists of four immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) domains
with a C6 box (region with six filogenetically conserved cysteine residues) between the
third and the fourth Ig-like domain [26] (Fig. 4). Closer analysis of the sequence containing
the C6 box together with the fourth Ig-like domain of MuSK resulted with identification of
cysteine-rich domain (CRD), a pattern of ten cysteine residues which is characteristic for
Wnt receptors; and is taught to bind Wnt proteins [34-36].
Usually, the extracellular part of receptors serves as the ligand-binding site. It has
also been shown for MuSK that the sequence in or near the first Ig-like domain is required
for ligand responsiveness [37]. Moreover, the individual residues in this domain
(methionine 48, leucine 83, and isoleucine 96) have been identified as critical for ligandstimulated MuSK activation [38]. The intracellular part of MuSK is composed of twelve
subdomains characteristic for functional tyrosine kinases [26].
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1.3.1.3

EXPRESSION

MuSK was found to be expressed expressed at low levels in proliferating
myoblasts and its expression is induced upon their differentiation and fusion [26]. During
development of muscle, as myoblasts fused already to form primary myotubes, MuSK
expression remains at high levels throughout the entire muscle fibre and is dramatically
down regulated after innervation. In the adult muscle, MuSK mRNA is locally transcribed
by and concentrated around subsynaptic nuclei (group of nuclei positioned underneath the
NMJ) similarly to other ―synaptic genes‖ (e.g. AChR subunit genes). In comparison to this,
extrasynaptic nuclei do not express MuSK as well as the other ―synaptic genes‖. Similarly
to AChR, MuSK expression at both mRNA and protein level increases after denervation or
blockage of electrical activity [26]. Following denervation, MuSK transcripts become widely
detectable in the entire muscle fibre and restriction of transcription of the MuSK gene only
to subsynaptic nuclei is abolished. After re-innervation (3 weeks after sciatic nerve crush)
MuSK expression is again localized to subsynaptic nuclei [26, 39].
At the NMJ, MuSK co-localizes with AChRs, which are known to be confined to the
postsynaptic membrane of the NMJ. This is also true during development of the NMJ
where MuSK is associated at the motor endplate with the earliest observable AChR
clusters (E14-15) and these two molecules co-distribute throughout the entire
development of the NMJ. Co-localization of MuSK and AChRs was also confirmed by in
vitro experiments showing that MuSK and AChRs can be clustered on the surface of rat
primary myotubes after and without application of the endogenous MuSK activator neural agrin [39].
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1.3.1.4

ACTIVITY / ACTIVATION

Ligand-induced dimerization is an essential step in the activation process of RTKs
and in many cases is sufficient to activate them [40, 41]. Also MuSK requires
homodimerization to be fully functional. After that, the tyrosine residues within the kinase
domain become phosphorylated and the signal can be transduced.
The extracellular part of MuSK contains 19 tyrosine residues, 17 of which are
contained within the kinase domain and 2 within the juxtamembrane region. The
juxtamembrane tyrosine residue (Y553 in mice) as well as 3 out of 17 tyrosine residues
(Y576, Y750 and Y755) included in the kinase domain region, called ―activation loop
tyrosines‖ are critical for ligand-induced MuSK activation. Mutation of the juxtamembrane
tyrosine residue completely abolishes the kinase activity of MuSK and clustering of
AChRs on the surface of muscle fibres, a visible sign of MuSK activation in muscle.
Mutations of the activation loop tyrosines result also in complete or partial failure of MuSK
signaling properties [42]. Interestingly, activation of MuSK by neural agrin in vivo in
comparison to its self-activation caused by overexpression in heterologous cells in vitro
involves most probably the same set of tyrosine residues including the juxtamembrane as
well as two out of three activation loop tyrosine residues [43]. Recently, it has been
described that not only tyrosine but also serine residues (S680 and S697), which are
conserved between species and are substrates for Casein Kinase 2, play a regulatory
role in MuSK activity-induced AChR clustering [44].
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1.3.2

AGRIN

Agrin is a heparan sulfate proteoglycan with a predicted molecular weight of ~220
kDa (400-600 kDa after glycosylation) that is synthesized by motor neurons, transported
in motor axons, and released at synaptic sites, where it organizes postsynaptic
differentiation [1, 45, 46]. It was first identified by McMahan and collaborators from
Torpedo Californica electric organ basing on its activity to induce AChR clusters on the
surface of myotubes [47, 48]. The mature protein of agrin contains multiple domains, most
of which are also found in other basal lamina proteins [49, 50]. Signal sequence (SS)
together with an amino (N)-terminal agrin domain (NtA), characteristic for the agrin
isoform that is localized to the NMJ, allow it to be properly released and bound to the
basal lamina. The N-terminal region includes also nine cysteine-rich follistatin-like
domains (FS) likewise two Laminin EGF-like domains (LE). A number of glycosylation
sites are distributed throughout the protein. The amino-terminal part of agrin is highly
glycosylated at serine/threonine (S/T) glycosylation and glycosaminoglycan attachment
sites (Fig. 5). These regions are also involved in binding to neural-cell adhesion molecule
(NCAM) and heparin-binding growth factors. The C-terminal portion of agrin is
characterized by four EGF-like (EG) repeats and three laminin G-like (LG) domains [51].

Figure 5 │ Structure of agrin
SS – Signal sequence; NtA – amino (N)-terminal agrin domain; FS – cysteine-rich follistatin-like
domains; LE

– Laminin EGF-like domains; S/T

– serine/threonine

glycosylation and

glycosaminoglycan attachment sites; LG – laminin G-like domains; EG – EGF-like repeats
(adapted from Bezakova and Ruegg, Nat Rev Mol cell Biol, 2003)
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In addition to motor neurons and CNS neurons, agrin is expressed widely in the
several tissues including muscle, lung, kidney, glia cells [47, 52-55]. Nevertheless, only
agrin synthesized and released by motor neurons, having an 8, 11 or 19 amino acid splice
insert in the C terminus and called ―neural agrin‖ has been shown to activate MuSK in
vitro as well as to play a role in NMJ formation and maintenance. In contrast, ―muscle
agrin‖ (without given splice insertions) shows none of those properties [56-58]. The ability
of neural agrin to activate MuSK is restricted to a 21-kDa, C-terminal part that has been
shown to be sufficient for induction of MuSK phosphorylation as well as AChRs
aggregation [57, 59]. This part of agrin molecule also is supposed to contain binding sites
for still unidentified ―agrin receptor‖ [60].
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1.3.3

Dok-7

Dok-7 is a member of the Dok protein family (Dok-1 – Dok-7) which consists of a
group of cytosolic proteins that contain a phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domain and have
been shown to bind directly to phosphorylated tyrosine residues contained within an
NPXY motif of intracellular portion of many receptor tyrosine kinases (TrkB, TrkC, IGFR,)
[61, 62]. Dok-7 has been identified and cloned by Okada by searching for a previously
unidentified member of the Dok-family, which could play a role in NMJ formation. Mature
Dok-7 protein consists of 504 amino acids with a molecular weight of 55kDa. Like other
members of the family, Dok-7 has pleckstrin-homology (PH) and phosphotyrosine binding
(PTB) domains in the N-terminal portion and Src homology 2 (SH2) domain target motifs
in the C-terminal region [63]. Analysis of mRNA coding for Dok-7 as well as
immunostainings showed that Dok-7 is preferentially expressed in skeletal muscle and
heart but not in liver or spleen. In mature muscle, Dok-7 is selectively expressed by
subsynaptic nuclei and localizes to the postsynaptic side of the NMJ. Dok-7 has also been
shown to bind directly to juxtamembrane tyrosine residue of MuSK in a phosphorylationdependent manner in vitro. This binding results in a strong increase of MuSK
phosphorylation [63]. Moreover, overexpression of Dok-7 in C2C12 myotubes induces the
formation of AChR clusters similar to those observed after neural agrin-induced MuSK
activation. Therefore, Dok-7 is considered to be an essential muscle-intrinsic activator of
MuSK.
This conclusion is also supported by the finding that mice lacking Dok-7 (Dok-7–/–)
show marked disruption of neuromuscular synaptogenesis. Similar to mice lacking MuSK
or agrin, Dok-7–/– mice are immobile and die shortly after birth due to respiratory failure.
Severe defects can be also observed in neuromuscular transmission in the skeletal
muscles of those mice. Consistently, Dok-7–/– mice do not form AChR clusters in the endplate area of the diaphragm muscle [63]. Thus, proper neuromuscular synaptogenesis
requires Dok-7 within the skeletal muscle and Dok-7 dysfunction is involved in the
pathogenesis of NMJ disorders [64-66].
The discovery of Dok-7 put more light on agrin-MuSK signalling. First, Dok-7
expression; similarly to MuSK, is induced upon the fusion of myoblasts to myotubes.
Second, co-expression of Dok-7 and MuSK in non-muscle cells results in MuSK activation
and in case of muscle cells, in the formation of AChR clusters. Third, Dok-7 binds directly
to MuSK juxtamembrane tyrosine residue, which is known to be important for MuSK
activation [42]. Fourth, the phenotype of Dok-7 deficient mice is very similar to those
observed for MuSK or agrin mutants suggesting involvement in the same signalling
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pathway. Therefore, Dok-7 seems to be a good candidate molecule to play an important
regulatory role in activity status of MuSK.

Figure 6 │ Structure of Dok-7
PH - pleckstrin-homology domain (8-108 amino acid); PTB - phosphotyrosine binding domain (109204 amino acid); Y348, 355, 396, 406 – C terminus tyrosine residues which become
phosphorylated after MuSK activation
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1.4 MuSK/AGRIN SIGNALING CASCADE

In cultured myotubes neural agrin activates MuSK and induces its rapid and longlasting phosphorylation [58]. This activation results in few hours in the formation of AChR
clusters on the surface of myotubes. The formation of AChR clusters depends on MuSK
expression since none of the clusters is formed in MuSK knockout myotubes [2]. Many
signaling molecules have been shown to participate in this phenomenon and to influence
the agrin/MuSK-dependent formation of AChR clusters on the surface of muscle cells. The
one that is boosting agrin/MuSK signaling cascade is MuSK adaptor protein Dok-7.
Rac1 and Cdc42, Rho GTPases playing mainly roles in is the regulation of actin
cytoskeletal structures in the cell, were also shown to take a part in the agrin/MuSK
signalling. Activity of both Cdc42 and Rac1 is elevated in muscle cells in response to agrin
stimulation [31, 67]. Additionally, agrin-induced increase in the selective binding of
activated Rac and Cdc42 to a Rac/Cdc42-binding domain derived from PAK1, a
downstream effector molecule that is thought to link Rac1 activation to actin
polymerization was also described [68-71]. Interestingly, PAK1 interacts with MuSK
through its binding to Dishevelled1 (Dvl1). Agrin acting through MuSK activates PAK1,
and this activation requires Dvl1. On the other hand, inhibition of PAK1 activity attenuates
AChR clustering [72]. Agrin-induced activation of Rac1 and Cdc42 depends also on
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-K), since muscle cells treated with specific PI3-K inhibitors
are unable to form full-size AChR clusters in response to agrin and phosphorylation of subunit of AChR is also reduced. Moreover, agrin-induced activation of Rac and Cdc42 is
impaired in the presence of PI3-K inhibitors [67]. The importance of other signalling
molecules has been also studied in agrin/MuSK-mediated AChR clustering process.
There is evidence that in vitro agrin activates Src family kinases that are associated with
the AChRs. The activation occurs downstream of MuSK, requires rapsyn, and correlates
closely with agrin-induced AChRs clustering [73]. All the conformational changes including
MuSK activation, formation of protein complex and downstream signal transduction lead,
in turn, to activation of expression of the NMJ-specific genes. This local synthesis comes
from enhanced transcription of those genes by subsynaptic nuclei and by repression of
extrasynaptic nuclei.
Several transcription factors contribute in driving synapse specific gene
expression. One of them called GABP (GA - binding protein) belongs to Ets family of
transcription factors [74]. The DNA sequence -CCGGAA - known as N-box found within
MuSK and many other NMJ-specific genes serves as a GABP binding site. GABP
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consists of 2 subunits. The 58 kDa GABP α subunit binds DNA through its Ets domain,
while the 43 kDa GABP β subunit does not contact DNA but contains ankyrin repeats that
mediate its interaction with GABP α, thus strengthening the interaction of the α subunit
with DNA [75]. GABP regulates synapse-specific gene expression at the NMJ and is
required for the formation and proper function of postsynaptic apparatus. In muscle cells
neural agrin-mediated activation of the AChR subunit promoter is abolished by the
inhibition of GABP function. Moreover, agrin-induced aggregation of AChRs as well as
aggregation of acetylcholine esterase and utrophin, two additional components of the
postsynaptic apparatus is strongly reduced. Thus, GABP is required for the formation of a
functional postsynaptic apparatus [76 582]. Interestingly, GABPα is expressed broadly
throughout the entire muscle fibres with only a minor enrichment in the subsynaptic
domain [74]. Additionally, GABP deficient mice survive to adulthood without any overt
signs of muscle weakness or motor behavioural phenotypes to be expected from mice
with severely compromised subsynaptic gene expression. Moreover, no changes in the
level or pattern of subsynaptic gene expression at NMJs can be observed in these mice
[77]. This, in turn, argues against a major role for GABP in the regulation of
subsynaptically restricted gene expression.
Recently, another ETS transcription factor, Erm, was described for its importance
in regulating the gene expression at the NMJ. Erm is expressed selectively from
subsynaptic nuclei and its mutation in mice leads to severe downregulation of many genes
with normally enriched subsynaptic expression (MuSK, AChR  and  subunits, DuSP4).
Moreover, Erm mutant mice display an expansion of the muscle central domain in which
acetylcholine receptor (AChR) clusters accumulate, show gradual fragmentation of AChR
clusters, and exhibit symptoms of muscle weakness mimicking congenital myasthenic
syndrome (CMS). This findings show Erm to be an upstream regulator of a transcriptional
program selective to subsynaptic nuclei at the NMJ and underscore the importance of
transcriptional control of local synaptic protein accumulation [78].
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1.5 MuSK - AN AGRIN RECEPTOR?

MuSK and neural agrin are supposed to act within the same signaling pathway.
Both agrin and MuSK knockout (KO) mice show very similar but distinguishable
phenotypes. They die at birth due to respiratory failure caused by improper innervation of
the diaphragm. However, ―prepatterned‖ AChR clusters (formed prior to innervation and
being likely a result of MuSK self activation) are entirely absent in skeletal muscle of
MuSK mutant mice, whereas, though infrequent, can be detected in agrin mutant mice [3].
Neuromuscular synapses do not form in both agrin and MuSK deficient mice, suggesting
that agrin activating MuSK can induce signaling cascades responsible for all the aspects
of synapse formation, including organization of the postsynaptic membrane, synapsespecific transcription, and presynaptic differentiation [79]. It is also known for MuSK that
when it is expressed on the surfaces of non-muscle (HEK) cells, is able to selectively
inhibit the growth of peripheral motor neurites but not those formed by retinal ganglion
cells. This effect can be reversed by application of antibodies raised against either the
extracellular portion of MuSK or agrin suggesting the involvement a MuSK/agrin signaling
complex on the cell surface of the cell [80]
Interestingly, MuSK can be activated with neural agrin only in mature myotubes but
not in myoblasts or when force expressed in other non-differentiated cells (myoblasts,
HEK293, COS) Moreover, in vitro agrin can be chemically cross-linked with MuSK, but it
seems not to bind to MuSK ectodomain directly [58]. These observations raised the
hypothesis that MuSK could serve only as part of a fully functional agrin receptor. Thus,
another activity, specific for mature myotubes, was postulated and was called myotube
specific accessory component (MASC) [58]. In principle, the additional myotube-specific
activity/activities could be a co-receptor [81], a co-ligand [82, 83] or a post-translational
modification [84]. So far, none of them has been substantiated by experimental evidence.
In the last decade, many efforts have been put to elucidate the problem of neural
agrin-induced MuSK activation. The studies of several groups were focused mainly on
finding the molecule which could act as a missing part of the functional agrin receptor and
then to be able to fulfill ―MASC hypothesis‖. Unfortunately, all described MuSK interacting
proteins including Dok-7 [63], Geranylgeranyltransferase I [85], Abl kinase [86], AChE
[87], Dishevelled I [72], Magi-1C [88], 14-3-3[89], Src, Fyn [90] proved to be more or less
important for the formation and maintenance of NMJ. However, none of these molecules
has proved to be the long-sought MASC molecule. Majority of these described MuSK
interacting proteins bind to the intracellular part of MuSK. Moreover, their activity mostly
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depended on activation of MuSK with neural agrin. On the other hand, several molecules
on the myotube surface are capable of interacting with agrin including alpha-dystroglycan,
considered at that time as a functional agrin receptor [91, 92], integrins [93], HBGAM/pleiotropin [94], heparan sulfate proteoglycans, N-CAM [95] and laminins [96].
Several of these have been implicated in AChR clustering based on studies in cultured
myotubes but none has been shown to be critical for postsynaptic differentiation in vivo.
Nevertheless, MuSK is now emerged as the best candidate for the agrin receptor, even
though it has not been shown so far that it binds agrin directly.
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Figure 7 │ Model of the MuSK complex

Neural agrin interacting with MuSK leads to its phosphorylation and recruitment of adaptor proteins.
Formation of such protein complex allows downstream signal transduction resulting in specific
gene expression as well as AChR clustering process
MASC Myotube Associated Specificity Component (hypothetical), RATL - Rapsyn Accessory
Transmembrane Linker (hypothetical), Dvl1 – Dishevelled 1, MAGI-1C – membrane-associated
guanylate kinase with inverted domain organization,, Fyn, Src – nonreceptor tyrosine kinases, GGT
– Geranylgeranyltransferase I, ShcD - Shc family adaptor protein D/4
(adapted from Strochlic L., Bioessays 2005)
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GOAL OF THESIS
The neural agrin – MuSK signaling pathway is considered as the most important

for the formation and the maintenance of the NMJ. However, the mechanism by which
neural agrin activates MuSK remains poorly understood. It is also not completely
elucidated how agrin-induced MuSK activation leads to the formation of the postsynaptic
apparatus and which regulatory proteins are involved in this process.
In this study, we focused on how neural agrin activates MuSK. We addressed the
question of whether the putative agrin co-receptor protein (MASC) indeed exists. We
hypothesized that in muscle cells interaction of MuSK and neural agrin can occur directly
with and that a muscle-specific, cytoplasmic protein could then represent the MASC
phenomenon. Additionally, we studied signalling events which are activated downstream
of MuSK and can have a regulatory impact on the formation and the maintenance of the
NMJ. Finally we describe the mechanisms that stabilize newly formed postsynaptic
structures at the NMJ.
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RESULTS

The following chapter includes manuscripts of the original papers
which have already been published or are about to be submitted to
scientific journals. The author of the thesis contributed in preparation
of those publications during the PhD study.
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1.1 ABSTRACT

In developing muscle, neural agrin activates muscle specific kinase (MuSK) and this, in
turn, results in clustering of acetylcholine receptors and the formation of the postsynaptic
apparatus. However, the mechanism of how neural agrin activates MuSK remains poorly
understood. To elucidate the problem of MuSK/neural agrin interaction, we examined
transgenic mice overexpressing MuSK or a miniaturized form of neural agrin or both
proteins throughout the entire muscle fibre. We find that mice transgenic for either MuSK
or neural miniagrin produce only few ectopic AChR clusters localized mostly to the
terminal parts of muscle fibre. Interestingly, denervation of MuSK transgenic mice resulted
in formation of such a clusters in entire muscle fibre. In contrast to single transgenic mice,
the mice transgenic for both proteins display high number of ectopic postsynaptic sites
present throughout the entire muscle fibre. Moreover, the same phenotype can be
observed in innervated muscle of MuSK transgenic mice with additionally introduced
expression of MuSK adaptor protein Dok-7. We conclude that in muscle cells MuSK alone
is sufficient to respond to neural agrin stimulation and that Dok-7 seems to be the missing
activity component linking neural agrin-activated MuSK to AChRs clustering process.
Thus, in muscle cells MuSK is the functional receptor for neural agrin.
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1.2 INTRODUCTION

The receptor tyrosine kinase MuSK and its ligand, neural form of agrin are the
main organizing molecules at the mammalian neuromuscular junction (NMJ). Both
proteins are involved in formation and maintenance of the NMJ since no functional preand postsynapses are formed in neither MuSK nor agrin knockout mice [2, 97].
In vitro, neural agrin induces rapid and long lasting phosphorylation of MuSK
leading to clustering of AChRs on the cell surface [58]. Juxtamembrane tyrosine residue
(Y553 in mice) of MuSK is known to play a crucial role in this process, since myotubes
expressing an Y553F MuSK mutant fail to cluster AChRs in response to agrin application.
Moreover, the Y553F MuSK mutant does not respond to neural agrin stimulation in vitro
[42]. The mechanism of MuSK-agrin interaction remains poorly understood. There are no
data showing a direct binding of neural agrin to MuSK. Additionally, the activation of
MuSK by neural agrin takes place only in mature myotubes but not in myoblasts or other
non-muscle cells [58]. Based on these observations, an additional component called
MASC (Myotube Associated Specificity Component) has been postulated to act as an
agrin co-receptor [58]. However, its existence has not been substantiated by experimental
evidence.
An essential step in the activation process of every receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)
is dimerization of two receptor molecules [40, 41]. This status can be achieved upon
ligand binding or in a ligand-independent manner, by overexpression of RTK [98]. The
receptor becomes then phosphorylated and this allows binding of downstream adaptor
proteins and activation of signal transduction. This is also true for MuSK, and in case of
both ligand- and overexpression-induced activation of MuSK involves similar tyrosine
residues, including one of the juxtamembrane and two out of three tyrosines within the
activation loop [43].
Recently, a phosphotyrosine binding adaptor protein, Dok-7 has been identified as
a downstream component of MuSK, that is crucial for its activation as well as clustering of
AChRs [63]. This work showed that Dok-7 is a muscle specific protein, whose expression;
similarly to MuSK, is induced upon the fusion of myoblasts to myotubes. Second, coexpression of Dok-7 and MuSK in non-muscle cells results in MuSK activation. In case of
muscle cells, the formation of AChR clusters can be also observed [63]. Third, Dok-7
binds directly to MuSK juxtamembrane tyrosine residue, which is known for its importance
in MuSK activation [42, 63]. Fourth, similarly to mice lacking MuSK, no AChR clusters are
formed in Dok-7 deficient mice [63]. Taking together, Dok-7 seems to be a good candidate
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for being MASC, even though it does not fulfil all the criteria that have been postulated for
this phenomenon before [58].
In this study, using transgenic mice we were trying to elucidate whether existence
of MASC, an additional co-receptor protein is necessary for agrin-induced MuSK
activation. We tested the hypothesis that in muscle cells MuSK and neural agrin can bind
occur directly with no need of any additional component and that the MASC could be then
by a muscle-specific, cytoplasmic regulatory protein. Here we show that in muscle cells
MuSK alone is sufficient for driving agrin-induced signalling cascade. Moreover, we show
Dok-7 as a linking neural agrin-activated MuSK to AChRs clustering process and
postulate that Dok-7 could be a MASC equivalent.
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1.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

01. Transgenic mice
The pBS KS+ expression vector with 1.3 kb fragment of Muscle Creatine Kinase (MCK)
promoter region subcloned upstream and poly adenylation sequence subcloned
downstream of the modified multiple cloning site has been used. The vector was digested
with EcoRV and full length mice Nsk2 (mice MuSK) - TAP tag fusion protein cDNA was
subcloned into this site. Then the construct was excised using PacI restriction enzyme
and injected into mouse oocytes. Transgenic lines were identified by PCR and Western
blot analysis. Two transgenic lines with different expression level have been generated.
The line expressing highest amount of MuSK-TAP tag fusion protein and called MuSK-tg
was chosen and used in all the experiments and subsequent cross breeding with other
transgenic mice lines.

02. Sciatic nerve dissection
Wild type (WT) and MuSK-tg mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of
Ketamine and Xylazine, 90 mg and 21 mg per kg body weight respectively. The left sciatic
nerve was identified and lifted. Then, a 1 cm segment of the sciatic nerve was excised,
and the distal and proximal nerve stumps were separated to prevent nerve regeneration.
The surgical incisions were closed and the animals were returned to their cages. 10 days
after the surgery the mice have been taken to the subsequent steps of experiment.

03. Dok-7 electroporation
WT and MuSK-tg mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine and
Xylazine, 90 mg and 21 mg per kg body weight respectively. The left soleus muscle was
exposed and 15 μg of pCINeo-Dok-7-myc and 7 μg of construct expressing green
fluorescent protein containing a nuclear localization signal (NLS-GFP), in a total volume of
10 µl of 0.9% NaCl were injected, followed by electroporation using an ECM 830
electroporation system (BTX, Holliston, MA) as described previously [5]. Control animals
have been injected with 15 μg of pCINeo and 7 μg of NLS-GFP. At 2 months after
electroporation the muscles were dissected and AChR clusters were visualized by Btx
staining.
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04. Staining with -bungarotoxin
Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and soleus, EDL and diaphragm muscle were
quickly removed. The muscles were mounted on the Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) coated
Petri dishes, washed 3 times in PBS and injected with 250 μl of rhodamine-conjugated αbungarotoxin 1 µg / ml (Btx). After 15 min. of incubation muscles were washed 3 times
with PBS and fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde (pH – 7.4) in PBS. Then the muscles were
again washed 3 times with PBS and thin muscle bundles were dissected under a
microscope.

05. RNA extraction, reverse transcription and PCR reactions
Total RNA was extracted from 50 mg of mouse soleus, EDL or gastrocnemius muscle. 1
ml of TRI reagent (Sigma) was added to the tissue and homogenization was performed
using Fast Prep FP120 apparatus (Savant, Hicksville, NY). Residual proteins were
extracted by addition 100 µl of chloroform. Total RNA was precipitated with isopropanol,
washed with ice-cold 75 % ethanol and re-centrifuged at 4 °C for 5 min at 7500 x g. The
RNA pellet was air-dried and dissolved in 80 µl of nuclease free water (Ambion). Singlestranded cDNA was prepared from 5 µg of total RNA using SuperScript™ II Reverse
Transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to supplier‘s instruction. The Real Time PCR
reactions were carried out using Abi Prism 7000 Sequence Detection System (Applied
Biosystems) and Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix reagent (Applied Biosystems)
PCR reactions were carried out with use of the following primer sets: GAPDH (Sense –
5‘CATCGTGGAAGGGCTCATGAC3‘, Antisense – 5‘CTTGGCAGCACCAGTGGATG3‘),
TAP-tag

5‘GGCGTCTCAGCAGCCAACCG3‘,

(Sense:

5‘CGGCTTCATCGTGTTGCGC3‘),

AChR

alpha1

subunit

Antisense:
(Sense:

5‘CCACCTATGGGCTTTCACTC3‘, Antisense: 5‘CCATCACCATGGCAACATAC3‘, AChR
epsilon

subunit

(Sense:

5‘CTGTGAACTTTGTGGGTGAG3‘,

5‘GGAGATCAGGAACTTGGTTG3‘),

AChR

gamma

subunit

Antisense:
(Sense:

5‘GGAGAAGCTAGAGAATGGTCC3‘, Antisense: 5‘CCCACTGACAAAGTGACTCTGC‘),
Dok-7

(Sense:

5‘CTCACTGTGTGGTCGCTCA3‘),

5‘GCCTCCAGCTTTCTTTTTGT‘,
MuSK

(Sense:

Antisense:

5‘CTGGATCAAGGGGGACAAT3‘,

Antisense: 5‘GTCGACCTAACTTTTGCCTTT3‘)

06. Cloning of Dok-7 cDNA
Mouse gastrocnemius muscle cDNA has been used as a template for cloning of the full
length Dok-7. PCR reaction was performed using a Long Expand Polymerase PCR
system with the forward primer 5‘-CCGCTCGAGATGACCGAGGCAGCGC-3‘ and the
reverse primer 5‘-CTAGTCTAGAGGGAGGGGAGGGGGCTTTAC-3‘ (use of this primer
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excluded stop codon of Dok-7). 1535 bp product was then purified and subcloned into
pCiNeo expressing vector (Promega). Then, 5 x myc tag sequence was subcloned in the
C terminus following by sequencing and examination of protein expression.

07. Stable cell lines generation
HEK-293 cells were maintained in Dulbecco‗s modified Eagle‗s medium (DMEM) (PAA)
supplemented with 10 % foetal calf serum (PAA) as well as L-glutamine (GIBCO), sodium
pyruvate, penicillin and streptomycin (Sigma). The cells were transfected with pCi-Neo
expressing vector containing cDNA encoding for full length mouse MuSK using jetPEI
transfection reagent (Qbiogene) or lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent (Invitrogen)
according to the manufacturer's instructions. At 48 h after transfection the cells were
trypsinized and transferred to 150 mm cell culture dishes. Then the clones were selected
by growth in complete medium containing G418 (600 µg / ml) for about 2 weeks. Isolated
clones were then cultured, expanded and examined for expression of transfected cDNAs.

08. Transient transfections
HEK-293 cells were maintained in Dulbecco‗s modified Eagle‗s medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10 % foetal calf serum as well as L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate,
penicillin and streptomycin. The cells were transfected with pCi-Neo expressing vector
containing cDNA encoding for full length mouse Dok-7-myc using Lipofectamine 2000
transfection reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 24 h after
transfection the cells have been subjected for further assays.

09. Immunoprecipitations.
The cells were washed two times with ice cold serum free DMEM (PAA) and then lysed in
cold lysis buffer [20 mM HEPES, pH - 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, protease inhibitor
cocktail 1:50 (Upstate), phosphatase inhibitor cocktail II 1:50 (Sigma)]. Cell lysates were
incubated on ice for 30 min and centrifuged (20000 g for 15 min. at 4 °C) to remove cell
debris. Cleared lysates were incubated for 1 h at 4 °C with antibodies directed against the
extracellular portion of MuSK and then 50 µl of 50 % protein A-sepharose beads
suspension (GE Healthcare) was added and the lysates were incubated for 2 h at 4 °C.
After centrifugation (3000 g for 5 min. at 4 °C), the beads were washed 3 times with ice
cold lysis buffer, and bound proteins were then eluted with 2xSDS sample buffer.
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11. Western blot
Lysates or immunocomplexes after immunoprecipitation were subjected to SDS-PAGE
and then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Schleicher&Schuell, Keene, NH).
Nitrocellulose blots were incubated for 3 h in blocking buffer [5 % Bovine Serum Albumin
(PAA) in PBS / 0.1 % Tween (PBST)] at room temperature (RT). 3 % TOP Block (VWR) in
PBST has been used for blocking in case of application of anti-phosphotyrosine
antibodies. The blots were then incubated in blocking buffer containing specific primary
antibodies overnight at 4 °C. After washing three times for 15 min with washing buffer (the
same composition as blocking buffer), the blots were incubated with horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies for 45 min at RT followed by washing three
times for 15 min with washing buffer. Immunoreactive bands were visualized with
chemiluminescence reagents kit (GE Healthcare).
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1.4 RESULTS

AChR clusters formed in MuSK and neural agrin transgenic mice
In innervated muscle fibre, MuSK is mainly expressed by subsynaptic nuclei and
localized to the NMJ [26]. MuSK deficient mice die at birth [2], and this restricts the ability
to examine MuSK signalling in vivo to embryonic stages. Thus, to obtain an experimental
setup for studying MuSK signalling in the adult, innervated muscle, we generated
transgenic mice expressing full-length MuSK throughout the entire muscle fibre. To
distinguish the transgene protein from endogenous MuSK, it was tagged c-terminally with
a tandem affinity protein (TAP) tag (Fig. 1A). The expression of MuSK was driven by a 1.3
kb fragment of the muscle creatine kinase (MCK) promoter region. Since MCK gene is
expressed by myonuclei of the whole muscle fibre [99], we expected the same expression
pattern also for our transgenic MuSK. Indeed, RT-PCR analysis showed that levels of
MuSK mRNA were highly increased in MuSK transgenic (MuSK-tg) mice compared to WT
littermates and that the transcript of transgenic MuSK could be detected at embryonic day
13 (E13) (Fig. 1B). Using specific antibodies against extracellular portion of MuSK as well
as for the TAP-tag (anti Protein A) we detected transgenic MuSK to be present at the NMJ
as well as in extrasynaptic parts of muscles fibre (Fig. 1C,D) and to be localized to the
plasma membrane (not shown). This finding differs from those published before showing
that MuSK can be localized only to the NMJ despite the presence MuSK mRNA in the
entire muscle fibre [100]. The differences in the levels of MuSK-tg expression in particular
muscles were also observed (Fig. 1G), corresponding to the different activity of MCK
promoter in those muscles [101].
Overexpression of MuSK in entire muscle fibre resulted in the formation of ectopic
AChR clusters (Fig. 1E), however, not in the number expected according to the
expression level of MuSK-tg. Curiously, the ectopic AChR clusters formed primarily in the
terminal parts of muscle fibre (Fig. 1E, squares). Moreover, the number of AChR clusters
did not correlate with the level of MuSK-tg expression in a particular muscle and was
higher in soleus than in EDL muscle (Fig. 1F).
To examine whether MuSK-tg was also phosphorylated in extrasynaptic regions of
muscle fibre, where neural agrin released by the innervating motor neuron is not present,
we separated synaptic and extrasynaptic parts of the soleus and EDL muscle and
examined for MuSK-tg phosphorylation. Using the phosphotyrosine specific antibody
(4G10) we detected phosphorylated MuSK in both synaptic and non-synaptic regions of
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soleus and EDL muscles (Fig. 1G). Surprisingly, the levels of MuSK-tg and
phosphorylated form were higher in synaptic parts of those muscles (Fig. 1G) suggesting
an existence of synapse-specific stabilization phenomenon.
Similar results were obtained when another transgenic line, overexpressing neural
miniagrin (c-magB/z8-tg), was examined. The neural miniagrin construct used for
generation of that line (N25C21B8) represents the smallest part of agrin which is able to
activate MuSK [59] as well as to induce AChR phosphorylation and aggregation in vitro
[102]. It is the fusion protein consisting of NtA domain and LG3 domain containing an 8
amino acid splice insert (Fig. 1A) Overexpression of c-magB/z8-tg also induces formation
of ectopic AChR clusters; however, the number of AChR clusters was much higher than in
MuSK-tg mice (Fig. 1E,F). AChR clusters formed in muscles of those mice are also
mainly localized to terminal portions of muscle fibre. Likewise in MuSK-tg mice soleus
muscle was found to be more responsive to overexpression of neural miniagrin what
resulted in formation of higher number of clusters (Fig. 1E,F).
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Fig. 1 Ectopic AChR clusters are formed in both MuSK (MuSK-tg) and neural
miniagrin (c-magB/z8-tg) transgenic mice
(A)

Expression constructs used for generation of transgenic mice lines.

(B)

Expression of MuSK-tg in calf muscle measured with PCR. Upper panel: MuSK
mRNA detected with primers recognizing MuSK as well as TAP tag sequences. Lower
panel: expression of MuSK-tg starts at embryonic day 13 (E13). PCR reaction was
performed with primers recognizing TAP tag sequence.

(C,D)

Expression of MuSK-tg is observed throughout the entire muscle fibre. The pictures show
immunostainings with anti-MuSK and anti-protein A antibody to detect MuSK-tg at the NMJ
(D) and throughout the muscle fibre (C) The scale bar is 25 m

(continued on the next page)
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The whole soleus muscles of wt, MuSK-tg/YFP and c-magB/z8-tg/YFP mice are shown
stained with rhodamine conjugated -bungarotoxin (btx) to visualize AChR receptors (red).
The peripheral nerve is shown as green. Preferential localization of ectopic AChR clusters
in MuSK-tg mice is indicated with squares. Scale bar is 1mm

(F)

Evaluation of the ectopic AChR clustering phenomenon in MuSK-tg and c-magB/z8-tg
transgenic mice. Soleus and EDL muscles of wt, MuSK-tg and c-magB/z8-tg mice have
been dissected into single layer bundles and ectopic AChR clusters were counted. The
data comes from three animals of each group and represents mean ± S.D.

(G)

Expression of phosphorylation of transgenic MuSK in sub- and extrasynaptic regions of
soleus and EDL muscles of MuSK-tg mice. 400 g of total muscle homogenate was
subjected to immuonoprecipitation.
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NMJ shape is changed in c-magB/z8-tg and MuSK-tg mice
Both c-magB/z8-tg and MuSK-tg transgenic mice do not show any overt phenotype
but closer examination showed the presence of some abnormalities in the final shape of
the postsynaptic part of the NMJ of these mice. Staining for AChRs showed that
overexpression of MuSK or neural miniagrin caused a substantial fragmentation of the
postsynaptic part of the NMJ in both soleus and EDL muscles. Potsynapses of MuSK-tg
and c-magB/z8-tg mice did not form a pretzel-like shape characteristic for the mature NMJ
but consisted of a number of small parts (Fig. 2A). NMJ fragmentation was observed to
be more severe in c-magB/z8-tg than in MuSK-tg mice (Fig. 2A,C). Endplates of cmagB/z8-tg mice represented a big number of small fragments, whereas those observed
in MuSK-tg animals formed as a circle-like structure (Fig. 2A,C). Mature, pretzel-like
shape of postsynaptic part of the NMJ is also characterized by presence of branching
phenomenon [17]. We also observed that the number of branching points (the places
within the postsynaptic site, where one AChR dense branch at the NMJ originates with
two independent branches) was markedly reduced. (Fig. 2A,B)
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Fig. 2 NMJ shape is changed in MuSK-tg and c-magB/z8-tg transgenic mice

(A)

Soleus and EDL muscles of MuSK-tg and c-magB/z8-tg transgenic mice were stained with
Btx and the shape of postsynaptic parts of the NMJ was evaluated. The pictures show
robust fragmentation and reduction of branching in both soleus and EDL muscles of MuSKtg and c-magB/z8-tg transgenic mice. The scale bar is 10 m

(B,C)

Quantification. Branching points (B) and fragments that the NMJs consisted of (C) were
counted and classified into groups of 0-2, 3-5, 6 and more (>6) for NMJ branching
reduction, and 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10 and more (>10) for NMJ fragmentation. Data comes from
150-200 NMJ of 3 animals per experimental group and represents mean ± S.D.
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Denervation induces the formation of AChR clusters in MuSK-tg mice
In innervated muscle, transcription of synaptic proteins is restricted to a subset of
nuclei localized underneath NMJ [1, 103]. After denervation, many of those genes
including MuSK, AChR alpha subunit, rapsyn become re-expressed by nuclei throughout
the entire muscle fibre [26, 104, 105].To test whether lack of electrical activity would also
induce the expression of other components required for AChR clustering process, we
denervated the hindleg of wt and MuSK-tg mice by sciatic nerve transsection. Ten days
after denervation, we found an high number of AChR clusters formed along the entire
muscle of MuSK-tg but not WT mice (Fig. 3A), where the AChR clusters were formed very
occasionally in soleus but not EDL muscle (Fig. 3A, arrow). The number of AChR
clusters differed between the muscles according to the MuSK-tg expression level and was
higher in EDL than in soleus muscle (Fig. 3A,B). The level of mRNA for alpha and gamma
subunit of AChR, which are known to be up-regulated after denervation [105], remained
unchanged between WT and MuSK-tg denervated muscles (Fig. 3D,E). Nevertheless, it
was obvious that denervation also induced the expression of other protein(s) linking the
activated MuSK to AChR clustering process. Interestingly, Dok-7 mRNA level was
elevated in denervated muscle, both soleus and EDL (Fig. 3C).
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Fig. 3 Denervation induces formation of ectopic AChR clusters in MuSK-tg mice

(A)

AChRs were visualized by staining with btx. In both soleus and EDL muscle, high number
of AChR clusters was observed in MuSK-tg mice. In wt mice only few such clusters could
be visualized in soleus muscle (indicated by an arrow). Scale bar is 25 m

(B)

Evaluation of the ectopic AChR clustering in denervated wt and MuSK-tg muscles. Soleus
and EDL muscles of wt, MuSK-tg were stained with Btx and dissected into bundles
containing a single layer of muscle fibres. Ectopic AChR clusters were counted and are
presented as number of AChR cluster per muscle fibre. The data comes from three animals
of each group and represents mean ± S.E.M.

(C)

Denervation induces expression of Dok-7 in wt and MuSK-tg muscles. Data is shown as
mean of relative mRNA level ± S.D.

(D,E)

Expression of  and  subunits of AChR is not changed in MuSK-tg soleus and EDL
denervated muscle when compared with wt. Data is shown as mean of relative mRNA level
± S.D.
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Many ectopic AChR clusters formed in MuSK/ c-magB/z8 double transgenic mice
Formation of the NMJ depends mainly on neural agrin released from the nerve
terminal activating MuSK [106]. Interaction between MuSK and neural agrin is required to
induce the clustering of AChRs and other synapse specific proteins on the muscle
surface. To test whether MuSK and neural agrin could be sufficient for the formation of the
postsynaptic structures we mated MuSK-tg mice with c-magB/z8-tg to generate MuSK/cmagB/z8 double transgenic mice (MADT).
MADT mice were born in the expected number and as newborns did not differ from
their WT littermates. At the age of 4 weeks, an overt phenotype became, however, visible.
They lost weight, showed signs of muscle fibrillation and developed kyphosis (Fig. 4A,
arrow). Having problems with walking and breathing they eventually died because of
respiratory failure at the age of 6-8 weeks. Closer examination of muscles of these mice
showed formation of many postsynapse-like structures along the entire muscle fibre (Fig.
4D), some of them being apposed by a nerve terminal (Fig. 4E, arrows) but most
remaining non-innervated (Fig. 4E, arrowheads). This phenotype has been observed in
both soleus and EDL (Fig. 4D) muscles as well as in diaphragm (Fig. 4E). Moreover, in
soleus muscle and diaphragm, the presynaptic nerve endings had sprouted along the
entire length of the muscle fibres (Fig. 4D,E).
We were also interested whether co-expression of MuSK and neural agrin, without
any additional component, would be sufficient for activation of the synapse-specific gene
expression throughout the entire muscle fibre. Indeed, examination of AChR subunit
composition in MADT mice showed induction of both alpha and epsilon subunit mRNA in
soleus and EDL muscles (Fig. 4B). Additionally, AChR gamma subunit mRNA level was
increased in soleus but not EDL muscle (Fig. 4B). It is in agreement with the observation
that the nerve sprouting has been observed in diaphragm and soleus muscle but not in
EDL (Fig. 4D,E). We also checked the expression levels of Dok-7 and found mRNA for
Dok-7 to be elevated in MADT mice (Fig. 4C). Interestingly, we found also higher
accumulation of MuSK transgene in extrasynaptic portions of muscle fibre of MADT when
compared to MuSK-tg mice (Fig. 4F).
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Fig. 4 Severe abnormalities in muscle function in MuSK/c-magB/z8-tg double
transgenic mice (MADT).

(A)

6 week-old MADT mice together with its wt littermate. Loss of weight and progressive
kyphosis (indicated by arrow) can be observed.

(B)

Synapse-specific gene expression is activated in muscles of MADT mice. The levels of
AChR subunits are shown to be elevated in soleus and EDL muscles.

(C)

Dok-7 expression is elevated in MADT mice. Calf muscle of wt and MADT mice has been
subjected to RNA extraction followed by reverse transcription and real time PCR. Data is
shown as mean of relative mRNA level ± S.D.

(continued on the next page)
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Soleus and EDL muscles and diaphragm of 6 weeks-old MADT mice. Overexpression with
MuSK together with neural agrin resulted in the formation of high number of ectopic AChR
clusters throughout the entire muscle fibre. The nerve endings of the soleus muscle and
diaphragm left the postsynaptic places and sprouted along the muscle fibre (B,D). A non
innervated synapse-like structures can be observed in soleus and EDL muscles (E arrows)
Scale bars D: 1000 m, E: 500 m

(F)

MuSK is stabilized in muscles of MADT mice. 200 g of total muscle homogenate was
subjected to immunoprecipitation.
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Dok-7 limits formation of AChR clusters in innervated muscle
To avoid the problem of early agrin-induced MuSK activation we generated
another transgenic mice line by mating MuSK-tg mice with the mice in which expression of
neural miniagrin is regulated by TET OFF expression system. In these animals,
expression of transgenic neural agrin can be activated at any time point by withdrawal of
antibiotic, Doxycycline, from drinking water
Doxycycline (50 g / ml) was added to drinking water (containing 4% sucrose) of
parents as well as newborn mice. At six weeks after birth transgenic expression of neural
agrin was induced by withdrawal of antibiotic doxycycline. Control animals were treated
with doxycycline through the entire duration of the experiment. We started our
examinations at eight weeks after antibiotic withdrawal. Overexpression of neural agrin in
adult MuSK-tg mice resulted also in formation of ectopic AChR clusters. Interestingly, the
clusters were formed only in the region surrounding the NMJ (Fig.5A), but not in the entire
muscle fibre, where both agrin and MuSK expression was detected using specific
antibodies (not shown). This phenotype could be better visible in EDL than in soleus
muscle probably due to higher expression level of transgene proteins. None of such a
phenotype has been observed in both soleus and EDL muscles of control animals (not
shown). Thus, this data strongly suggests that another, (NMJ-specific) factor prevents the
formation of additional ectopic postsynaptic sites in innervated muscle.
We were then interested, whether Dok-7, known to act downstream from MuSK
[63], could be such a limiting factor. To test this we electroporated soleus muscle of wt
and MuSK-tg mice with constructs expressing full length Dok-7-myc and GFP containing
nuclear localization signal (NLS-GFP). Control animals received empty vector together
with the one containing NLS-GFP. Two months after electroporation, the mice were
sacrificed and AChR clusters visualized. Indeed, coexpression of MuSK and Dok-7
caused formation of high number of AChR clusters along the entire muscle fibre (Fig. 5B).
Such a phenotype was observed only when MuSK and Dok-7 were co-expressed but not
in case of only Dok-7 (wt mice) overexpression. Terminally formed ectopic clusters
(presented in Fig. 1E) were also visible in MuSK-tg after empty vector electroporation
(not shown). This data shows that Dok-7 equally with MuSK and neural agrin is limiting
the formation of ectopic AChR clusters in innervated muscle. Moreover, Dok-7 seems to
act as a component linking activated MuSK to AChR clusters formation.
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Fig. 5 Dok-7 limits formation of AChR clusters in innervated muscles of MuSK-tg
mice

(A) Overexpression of neural agrin in adult (6 weeks old) MuSK-tg mice induces formation of
ectopic AChR clusters in synaptic (indicated with arrows), but not in extrasynaptic
regions of muscle fibre. Pictures present synaptic and extrasynaptic portions of EDL
muscle of MuSK-tg mice. AChRs are visualized with Btx staining 8 weeks after withdrawal
of Doxycycline. Scale bar is 50 m
(continued on the next page)
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Co-expression of MuSK and Dok-7 induces formation of AChR clusters along the entire
muscle fibre. Dok-7 and NLS GFP cDNAs were electroporated into soleus muscle of wt
and MuSK-tg mice. Two months later, the muscles were removed and AChRs were
visualized by staining with Btx. NLS GFP positive nuclei are shown as green, AChRs as
red. Scale bar is 25 m
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1.5 DISCUSSION

In present work we focussed on neural agrin-induced activation of muscle specific
tyrosine kinase MuSK in muscle cells. We found that in muscle cells MuSK alone might be
sufficient to respond to neural miniagrin with no need of any co-receptor protein and that
MuSK and Dok-7 are sufficient to drive the formation of ectopic postsynaptic sites in
innervated muscle fibre.
In both MuSK-tg and c-magB/z8-tg mice ectopic AChR clusters, although not
frequent, are mainly localized to the terminal portions of muscle fibre at the regions of
formation of the myotendinous junctions (MTJ). There is evidence that proteins known to
be expressed in innervated muscle selectively at the NMJ can also be found in the MTJ
regions. It seems to be the truth for AChE [107] and AChRs [108], possibly involved in
muscle repair processes [109], alpha7beta1 integrin, localized peripherally around fibres
and enriched at myotendinous (MTJ) and neuromuscular (NMJ) junctions [110, 111].
Since none of AChR clusters can be observed in both MuSK and Dok-7 deficient mice [2,
63], it is then very likely that those two proteins as well as other components of
agrin/MuSK signalling pathway are also expressed at MTJs. Moreover, the distal regions
of muscle fibre correspond to its youngest parts where myoblasts fuse to the muscle
endings [112] and expression of both MuSK and Dok-7 is known to be induced upon
fusion of myoblasts to myotubes in vitro [26, 63].
The ectopic AChR clusters observed in innervated and denervated MuSK-tg mice
represent presumably a result of MuSK self-activation. Such neural agrin-independent
MuSK activity has already been observed during development. At E18.5 AChRs are
clustered in the central region of muscle lacking motor axons [79]. This state is probably
achieved by strong, local overexpression of MuSK and the additional components
required for AChRs clustering in developing muscle. Secondly, lack of electrical activity is
known to induce the expression of genes known to be involved in several stages of
muscle development such as MuSK, AChR subunits or rapsyn [26, 104, 105] and Dok-7,
but it seems that much more of MuSK is necessary to achieve the prepatterning
phenomenon taking place during development. Thus, denervation reflects the
developmental stages of the muscle more in qualitative than quantitative manner.
The formation of only few AChR clusters in MuSK-tg mice can be overcome by its
co-expression with neural miniagrin. Since miniagrin used to generate those mice
represents only a small ~40 kDa fragment of the mature agrin protein (400-600 kDa),
which is still able to activate MuSK [59] and induce AChR phosphorylation and clustering
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in vitro [102], the influence of all the glycosylation processes which agrin undergoes
posttranslationally [113, 114] as well as binding to -dystroglycan [92, 115] can be
excluded. We then conclude that phenomenon observed in those mice, interestingly
coinciding with increased expression of Dok-7, might be the result of direct agrin/MuSK
interaction. Thus, MuSK together with neural agrin is able to drive the NMJ-specific
signalling cascade with no need of any co-receptor protein, but Dok-7 is necessary to link
activated MuSK with AChRs clustering process.
Different responses to overexpression of MuSK together with neural miniagrin
observed in soleus muscle or diaphragm in comparison to EDL muscle can be explained
by affiliation of those muscles to different groups, according to the spatio-temporal shape
of NMJ formation. Both diaphragm and soleus muscle belong to group with so called
DeSyn properties. In contrast EDL represents FaSyn muscle class. FaSyn and DeSyn
muscles show distinct patterns of synapse assembly as well as response to paralysis or
denervation in the adult [116].
Overexpression of neural agrin in adult MuSK-tg mice resulted in formation of
ectopic AChR clusters only in the region surrounding the NMJ but not throughout the
entire muscle fibre where both transgenes were detected. This is unexpected and implies
involvement of another, NMJ- specific, protein/s limiting formation of ectopic postsynapses
in innervated muscles. Dok-7 seems to be a good candidate, and co-expression of MuSK
and Dok-7 in innervated muscle resulted in formation of many ectopic AChR clusters
along the entire muscle fibre.
The way of how Dok-7 contributes to linking activated MuSK to the AChR
clustering remains still not clear. Its domain architecture strongly suggests the
involvement in PI3 kinase signalling cascade. First, by binding to the juxtamembrane
tyrosine residue with its phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domain, Dok-7 causes a strong
boosting of agrin-induced MuSK activation and keeps MuSK phosphorylation state
relatively high [63]. Second, mature protein of Dok-7 contains also pleckstrin homology
(PH) domain, [63] and it is well known than PI3 signalling events cause relocalization of
the proteins containing PH domains and target them to the plasma membrane, where they
interact with phosphoinositides [117-119]. Involvement PI3 kinase in this process has
been described for several RTKs (e.g. EGFR, Insulin receptor). [120, 121] and such a
receptor activity-induced membrane targeting seems to be the common phenomenon for
the Dok family and has been observed also for other Dok family members [122, 123].
Third, clustering of AChRs requires reorganization of the cytoskeleton and Rac and Cdc42
are the key regulatory molecules that link surface receptors to the organization of the actin
cytoskeleton [124, 125]. Additionally, PI3 kinase acts through Rac and Cdc42 during
agrin-induced acetylcholine receptor clustering and application of PI3 inhibitors
substantially impairs length of agrin-induced AChR clusters as well as activity of Rac and
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Cdc42 in vitro [67]. It is then very likely that Dok-7 might be the missing signalling
component in PI3 kinase signalling pathway, in which through activation of Rac/Cdc42.
The other possibility could be a stabilization of activated MuSK dimers to the
plasma membrane allowing the formation of a scaffold for the recruitment of the other
members of the cluster (e.g. AChRs, rapsyn). In our experiments we were able to
immunoprecipitate more MuSK transgenic protein from synaptic regions of MuSK-tg mice
compared to extrasynaptic parts. On the other hand, much more MuSK transgene can be
detected in extrasynaptic portions of MADT mice, rich in ectopic AChR clusters. Since,
MCK gene is expressed by myonuclei throughout the entire fibre [99] and all the
transgenic proteins are expressed throughout the entire muscle fibre relatively equally, it
is then likely that Dok-7, found to be localized to the ectopic AChR clusters in vitro [63]
stabilizes MuSK to the postsynaptic plasma membrane.
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2.1 ABSTRACT
Synaptic differentiation requires expression of specific genes and accumulation of
distinct proteins on the pre- and postsynaptic sides. Here, we identified and functionally
characterized genes induced in soleus muscle by agrin, the organizer of postsynaptic
differentiation at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ). We show that signal transduction
downstream of agrin involves the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway,
particularly ERK1/2 and JNK. Their activation is ErbB-independent but can be triggered
via MuSK signaling probably through the MuSK-associated molecule PAK-1 as its
downregulation also inhibits postsynaptic differentiation in vivo. Finally, we identify the
MAPK phosphatase-1, MKP-1, as a crucial negative feedback control of MAPK signaling
that regulates postsynaptic differentiation spatially. Our results provide compelling
evidence that the MAPK pathway, which is implicated in synaptic plasticity at neuronneuron synapses, plays also an important role at the NMJ.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION

Neurotransmission at chemical synapses relies on the precise apposition of
specialized pre- and postsynaptic structures which contain distinct protein sets according
to their synaptic activity (inhibitory versus excitatory). The accumulation of such protein
sets is regulated by transcription, translation and aggregation. Additionally, the formation
of functionally and molecularly diverse synaptic specializations on a single neuron
requires complex regulatory mechanisms for the transcription of specific genes in a single
nucleus and the delivery of synthesized products (mRNAs or proteins) to specific synaptic
contacts (reviewed in Ref.1). Initially, synaptic differentiation is triggered by multiple
adhesive interactions between the synapsing cells1,2 independently of synaptic activity3.
The NMJ is a peripheral synapse that shares many structural and functional features
with central synapses. Because of its relative simplicity and experimental accessibility, the
molecular mechanisms underlying NMJ formation have been readily investigated. A key
protein involved in the assembly of postsynaptic structures is the muscle-specific receptor
tyrosine kinase, MuSK4, which is activated by the extracellular matrix molecule agrin5,6.
Agrin comprises several splice variants but only those secreted by the presynaptic motor
nerve terminal and anchored in the synaptic basal lamina activate MuSK7,8. In addition to
agrin-MuSK signaling, the neuregulin-ErbB pathway has long been considered to play an
important role in inducing synthesis of AChRs at the NMJ (reviewed in Ref. 9). However,
NMJs of mice in which neuregulin-ErbB signaling in muscle was abrogated are
functionally and morphologically normal10.
Although there is an increasing understanding of the essential molecular components
important for the formation of the NMJ, the underlying intracellular signaling pathways
remain unclear. Previous studies aimed at identifying transcripts at the mature NMJ
revealed a set of candidate genes and several novel synapse-specific proteins11-13. Here,
we injected recombinant neuronal agrin into adult rat soleus muscle14 and profiled the
transcriptome seven days later. Agrin-induced postsynaptic differentiation induces the
transcription of a set of immediate-early genes (IEGs) and engages the mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and the MAPK-phosphatase MKP-1. Functional analysis
shows that MKP-1 is important for the postsynaptic differentiation in vivo. Interestingly, the
proteins identified in our screen have also been reported to play a key role at excitatory
synapses in the brain15. Thus, in addition to the well established structural and functional
similarities, the formation central synapses and the NMJ also employs common molecular
pathways.
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2.3 METHODS

Antibodies.
The following sources were used for antibodies: P-ERK1/2 and total ERK1/2
(Invitrogen/BioSource); EGR-1, MKP-1, P-JNK, P-p38, blocking peptide for EGR-1
antibody, blocking peptide for MKP-1 antibody (Santa Cruz); c-Fos (Chemicon); PAK-1
(Cell Signaling); tubulin (Sigma). Antibodies against P-PAK-1 (Thr-423) and against the εAChR subunit were kind gifts from Drs. J. Chernoff and J.R. Sanes, respectively.

Induction of postsynaptic structures in soleus muscle.
Agrin-B/z+ and agrin-B/z- were purified from the conditioned media of stably transfected
HEK293 cells, as previously described14. Animal experiments were carried out on adult
male Wistar rats. All surgical procedures were performed under general anesthesia using
i.p. injection of Equithesin (0.4 ml/100 g body weight). Independent soleus muscles, 12 for
each condition, were injected i.m. with 70 µl of 1 µM agrin-B/z+, 1 µM agrin–B/z- or PBS.
After injection, half of the muscles in each group was kept innervated while another half
was denervated by removing ~5 mm of the sciatic nerve in the mid thigh14. Experiments
were approved by the Cantonal Veterinarian Office in Basel. The animals were euthanized
7 days after injections. Excised soleus muscles were either frozen in liquid nitrogen and
used for the extraction of total RNA as indicated in Figure 1a or pinned down on the
Sylgard support in a PBS filled Petri dish, labeled for AChRs with Alexa-bungarotoxin
(Invitrogen), fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde and immunostained.

cRNA synthesis and hybridization with the Affymetrix GeneChip.
Pieces of muscle (~50 mg) with highest density of postsynaptic structures (see Fig. 1a)
were cut on dry ice and total RNA was extracted using TRIzol (Invitrogen) and a FastPrep
instrument for homogenization (Qbiogene/BIO101). The integrity of the total RNA was
analyzed using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Ten µg of RNA were used for the
synthesis of cDNA and of biotinylated cRNA according to the suppliers protocol
(Affymetrix). Affymetrix rat RG-U34A, RG-U34B, and RG-U34C arrays containing 7,000
annotated genes and 17,000 ESTs were hybridized with fragmented biotin-labeled target
cRNA, washed and stained using a streptavidin-phycoerythrin (SAPE) conjugate
(Molecular Probes). To increase the signal intensity, the antibody amplification protocol
was used as recommended by Affymetrix. The arrays were scanned with a confocal
scanner (Affymetrix) and the raw data analysis normalization was done using the
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Affymetrix Microarray Suite Software (v. 5.0).

GeneSpring analysis.
Raw data were analyzed based on the signal intensities of the corresponding probe sets.
Mean values for gene readouts were obtained after normalization to the 50th percentile
and after per gene and per chip normalizations. Using Venn diagram function, fold filtering
and statistical analysis (two way ANOVA parametric test with p<0.05), those genes were
selected whose average expression level increased by agrin-B/z+ more than 1.25- or 1.5fold or decreased more than 1.25- or 1.5-fold in innervated and denervated muscles,
respectively, when compared to agrin-B/z- and PBS injected muscles. The hierarchical
gene clustering (gene tree) of selected genes was performed according to the software
manufacturer‘s instructions (see Fig. 1b).

Histology of muscles from embryonic (E18) and postnatal (P2) tissues.
Mice of appropriate age were euthanized by decapitation. After pinning the tissue onto the
Sylgard support, the skin was removed and the tissue was fixed with 4% PFA for 2 hours
at room temperature. Fixed tissues were cryoprotected by incubation in 30% sucrose
overnight, washed in PBS and mounted in OCT. The muscles of lower limbs were cut to
obtain 10 µm longitudinal sections and immunostained.

Immunological staining of muscle whole mounts, cross-sections and C2C12 cells.
Muscles fixed in 2% PFA (see above) were cut into thinner muscle bundles containing ~
100 fibers. Muscles frozen in isopentane were cut into 10 µm cross-sections. Samples
were then permeabilized with 1% Triton/PBS for 30 or 5 min, respectively, washed with
100 mM glycine/PBS for 15 min, blocked with 1% BSA/PBS for 30 min and incubated with
specific primary antibody overnight at 4oC. Next day, muscle bundles or cross-sections
were washed with 1% BSA/PBS, 3 times for 1 hour or 10 min, respectively, stained with
appropriate fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies diluted 1:1,000 for 1 hour at room
temperature. After washing 3 times for 1 hour or 10 min, respectively, samples were
mounted with Citifluor. C2C12 cells were washed with PBS, stained with Alexabungarotoxin for 30 min at 37oC, washed 3 times for 10 min and fixed with 2% PFA.
Afterwards, they were processed similarly as muscle cross-sections (see above). All
labeled samples were imaged using Leica confocal microscope and 40 – 63x objectives.

C2C12 cell cultures.
C2C12 myoblasts were plated on 3.5 cm dishes coated with 2% gelatin and cultured in
Dulbecco‗s modified Eagle‗s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10 % fetal calf serum
until 80% confluent. To induce myotube formation, the growth medium was replaced by
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the fusion medium containing DMEM supplemented with 2 % horse serum. Approximately
4 days later, when myotubes had formed, 1 nM agrin-B/z+ was added to the culture
medium. Cells were harvested after various time intervals and examined by
immunostaining or Western blot.

Activation of MuSK in HEK293 cell lines.
HEK293 cells cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10 % fetal calf serum were
transfected with an expression constructs encoding full-length mouse MuSK using jetPEI
transfection reagent (Qbiogene) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Two days
after transfection, the cells were trypsinized and transferred to complete medium
containing G418 (600 µg/ml). Several isolated clones were expanded and tested for
MuSK expression. One clone with intermediate levels of expression was subsequently
used. This clone or wild-type HEK293 cells were then transiently transfected with an
expression construct encoding full-length mouse DOK-7 using Lipofectamine2000
transfection reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. One day
after transfection, cells were washed twice with ice-cold, serum-free DMEM and then
lysed in cold lysis buffer [20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, Protease
inhibitor cocktail (Upstate), Phosphatase inhibitor cocktail II (Sigma)]. Cell lysates were
incubated on ice for 30 min and centrifuged at 20,000g for 15 min at 4°C. Cleared lysates
were incubated for 1 hour at 4°C with anti-MuSK antibodies and then with 50 µl of 50%
protein A-Sepharose slurry (GE Healthcare) for 2 hours at 4°C. After centrifugation, beads
were washed 3 times with ice-cold lysis buffer, bound proteins were eluted with SDS
sample buffer and subjected to analysis by SDS PAGE and Western blot.

Tissue homogenization, immunoprecipitation, SDS PAGE and Western blot.
Muscles frozen in liquid nitrogen were powdered on dry ice, transferred to Dounce
homogenizer filled with the cold lysis buffer [20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM
EDTA, Protease inhibitor cocktail (Upstate), Phosphatase inhibitor cocktail II (Sigma)].
Cell lysates were incubated on ice for 30 min and centrifuged at 20,000g for 15 min at
4°C.
Cleared lysates were either diluted with sample buffer and loaded onto a 10% SDS
PAGE or they were incubated for 3 hours with a specific primary antibody or control
(normal rabbit serum) to immunoprecipitate MKP-1 protein. Antibody-antigen complex was
incubated with 50 µl of 50% protein A-Sepharose slurry (GE Healthcare) for 3 hours at
4°C, centrifuged and beads were washed 3 times with ice-cold lysis buffer. Bound proteins
eluted with SDS sample buffer were subjected to SDS-PAGE.
Separated proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Schleicher
& Schuell, Keene, NH). Nitrocellulose blots were incubated for 3 hours in blocking buffer
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(5% BSA in PBS containing 0.1% Tween (PBST) or 3% TOP Block in PBST (for antiphosphotyrosine antibodies) at room temperature. The blots were then incubated in
blocking buffer containing specific primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After washing 3
times for 15 min with PBST, the blots were incubated with HRP-conjugated goat antirabbit IgG and washed again 3 times for 15 min with PBST. Immunoreactive bands were
visualized with chemiluminescence reagents kit (GE Healthcare).

Plasmids.
Mouse DOK-7 cDNA was derived from mouse gastrocnemius muscle using the forward
primer

5‘-CCGCTCGAGATGACCGAGGCAGCGC-3‘

and

the

reverse

primer

5‘-

CTAGTCTAGAGGGAGGGGAGGGGGCTTTAC-3‘. The amplified 1535 bp sequence was
subcloned into pCiNeo expression vector (Promega). Rat MKP-1 and PAK-1 cDNAs were
derived from rat soleus muscle. To amplify MKP-1, the forward primer 5‘AACCGCACAAGATCGACAGAC-3‘

and

the

reverse

primer

5‘-

AACCGCACAAGATCGACAGAC-3‘ were used. The 1200 bp amplicon was subcloned
into pcDNA 3.1 (Invitrogen). PAK-1 was amplified using the forward primer 5'
GGAATTCGTGGTGACAATGTCAAATAACGG

3'

and

the

reverse

primer

5'

CGGGATCCGTGATTGTTCTTGGTTGCCTC 3' excluding stop codon in order to fuse the
protein to EGFP and subcloned into pEGFP-N3 vector. Cytoplasmic EGFP construct was
from Invitrogen, nuclear targeted construct EGFP-NLS was prepared as described
previously48. Vectors encoding specific shRNAs were constructed as described
elsewhere26. The shRNA against CD4 targeted the sequence 494–514 of CD4 (M36850).
The shRNA against MKP-1 targeted the sequences 729 – 749 (#1) and 1197 – 1217 (#2)
of MKP1 (NM_053769) and the shRNA against PAK-1 targeted the sequences 545 – 565
(#1) and 1525 - 1545 (#2) and 1936-1956 of PAK-1 (NM_017198). The specificity of
individual shRNAs was tested by co-transfection of constructs encoding relevant proteins
and shRNA into COS7 cells using calcium precipitation. The shRNA construct targeting
CD4 was used as a control.

Electroporation of muscle in vivo.
Constructs encoding proteins or shRNAs were electroporated into muscle fibers as
described26. Briefly, soleus muscle of anesthetized Wistar rats (~160 g of body weight)
was exposed and injected with 20 µl of a mixture containig the respective cDNA (2 µg/ml
of each construct). The fascia and the skin were sutured and the electroporation was
performed using an ECM 830 electroporation system (BTX). Eight pulses lasting 20 ms
with the frequency of 1 Hz and the voltage set to 180 V/cm were applied. In some
instances, innervation was preserved, while in others the sciatic nerve was cut (see above
and results). One week later, soleus muscle was injected with recombinant agrin-B/z+
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(see above). After another week the rat was euthanized, the soleus muscle was
dissected, stained with Alexa-bungarotoxin and the amount of AChR aggregates in
transfected and adjacent, non-transfected fibers was scored and ranked. The fibers with
highest density (50 – 100% of AChR aggregates) were ranked as 2, fibers with medium
density (10 – 50% aggregates) were ranked as 1 and fibers with less then 10 %
aggregates were ranked as 0. The cumulative ranking count of AChRs for a particular
condition was divided by the number of counted muscle fibers in given muscle.
Transfected fibers were identified by GFP-positive signal and non transfected fibers in
their immediate vicinity were used as an additional control when appropriate. Three to
eight independently electroporated muscles and 30 – 50 transfected or non-transfected
muscle fibers per muscle were evaluated.
Statistics.
Compiled data are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. For statistical comparisons
of two conditions, the Student`s t- test was used. For multiple comparisons, a two-way
ANOVA followed by parametric tests was applied. The levels of significance are indicated
as follows: *** p< 0.0001, ** p< 0 0.001, * p< 0.05.
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2.4 RESULTS

Identification of the transcriptome induced during postsynaptic differentiation

To study the gene program activated during postsynaptic differentiation at the NMJ, we
injected recombinant neuronal agrin (agrin-B/z+; Ref.8) into innervated and denervated
adult rat soleus muscles. As previously shown14 and schematically drawn in Figure 1a,
agrin-B/z+ induced the formation of distinct ectopic postsynaptic structures primarily near
both ends of the muscle. In contrast, recombinant non-neuronal agrin (agrin-B/z-, inactive
splice variant) or PBS did not induce any ectopic postsynaptic structure (Fig. 1a). Finally,
the same injection protocol was applied to rat soleus muscles where the sciatic nerves
were cut immediately after the injections. Muscle denervation upregulates expression of
several molecules including MuSK16 and AChR subunits17 and thereby facilitates
postsynaptic differentiation induced by agrin-B/z+14. Accordingly, the number of AChR
clusters was much higher in denervated than in innervated muscles (Fig. 1a).
Seven days after the injections, RNA probes derived from 36 rat soleus muscles,
representing 6 replicates for each of the 6 different treatments, were hybridized to DNA
microarrays with about 24‘000 oligonucleotide probe sets. Quality control revealed a high
integrity of isolated mRNA as the ratios of hybridization signal intensities detected at the
3` and 5` probe sets for β-actin and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) were around 1 in all samples (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). Additionally,
transcription of several genes which served as a control for our experimental setup
coincided with previous reports14,17,18. For example, the α, β, γ, and δ AChR subunits were
markedly upregulated in denervated muscle and transcription of the ε-AChR subunit
increased several fold after injection of agrin-B/z+ into both, innervated and denervated
muscles (3- and 2-fold above PBS, respectively; Supplementary Fig. 2a online). In
innervated muscle, AChRs of the mature postsynaptic apparatus typically comprise the εbut not the γ-subunit19. Consistently, ectopic AChR clusters induced by agrin-B/z+ in
innervated muscle contained exclusively the ε-subunit. In denervated muscle, only a
fraction of AChR clusters was stained for the ε-subunit (Supplementary Fig. 2b online),
while the rest was positive for the γ-subunit (data not shown).
GeneSpring software was used to detect transcriptional changes induced by
agrin-B/z+ (see Methods for details). We obtained a set of genes whose expression was
significantly changed after agrin-B/z+ treatment and diverged from control values (PBS
and agrin-B/z-) in both, innervated and denervated muscles by more than 25% and 50%,
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respectively (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2 online).
Upregulation of selected genes was confirmed by quantitative Real Time PCR on
independent samples (Supplementary Fig. 3 online, see also Supplementary Methods
online for details). Moreover, our candidate list also comprised several genes that have
previously been attributed to the NMJ (Supplementary Table 2 online).
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Figure 1 Profiling of synapse-specific gene transcription induced by agrin-B/z+.
(a) On day 0, rat soleus muscles were injected either with neuronal agrin-B/z+, agrin-B/z- or PBS.
Agents were injected into innervated (upper row) and denervated muscles (lower row) with
increased endogenous levels of AChRs (speckles). Seven days after injection, regions with the
highest density of postsynaptic structures (green rectangles) were excised without prior
visualization of postsynaptic structures and mRNA was isolated (see Methods for detail).
(b) Heat-map of genes that are significantly upregulated by agrin-B/z+ by more than 25% in
innervated and 50% in denervated muscles when compared to PBS or agrin-B/z-. Genes are
sorted by hierarchical clustering (gene tree) according to the intensity of their hybridization signals
in all 6 conditions. Each bar represents the mean from 6 replicates. Heat-maps 4, 25, 28 and 29
represent EGR-1; 17 and 27: c-Fos; 34, 35 and 56: MKP-1; 23: ε-AChR subunit. See also
Supplementary Table 1 online for the complete list of genes.
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Immediate-early genes are enriched at postsynaptic sites

A first notable result of our screen was that agrin-B/z+ significantly increased transcription
of several IEGs such as c-Fos, Jun-B, EGR-1 (NGFI-A, zif268, krox-24 and TIS8), NGFI-B
(nurr-77 or NR4A1), MKP-1 (DUSP1), gene-33 (RALT or Mig6), CEPB delta and Btg2
(Supplementary Table 2 online). These IEGs are also induced by different stimuli in
various tissues, the majority of them, however, has not yet been linked to postsynaptic
differentiation at the NMJ. We selected and further examined EGR-1, c-Fos and MKP-1
because their expression was increased by agrin-B/z+ injection in several oligonucleotide
probe sets (Supplementary Table 1 online) and because they have been shown to be
co-regulated at excitatory glutamatergic synapses15. At the NMJs, EGR-1 was found
inside of subsynaptic nuclei and in a perinuclear pattern (Fig. 2a). Such a perinuclear
staining pattern has also been described for the Golgi complex and microtubules20. The
EGR-1 staining was also detected at the NMJs under YFP-labeled nerve terminals of
transgenic mice21 but was completely abrogated when EGR-1 antibodies were
preincubated with the original antigenic peptide (Supplementary Fig. 4a and b online).
Consistent with the microarray expression data, intramuscular injection of agrin-B/z+
increased protein levels of EGR-1 at ectopic sites of AChR clustering (Fig. 2a). Here,
similarly as at the NMJ, EGR-1 localized to myonuclei and cytoskeleton structures (Fig.
2a) that were previously attributed to microtubules20. Interestingly, like the ε-AChR
subunit, also EGR-1 was expressed at all ectopic AChR clusters in the innervated muscle,
whereas some AChR clusters were negative for EGR-1 in denervated muscle (compare
Supplementary Fig. 4c with Supplementary Fig. 2b online). In C2C12 cells, EGR-1
localized to nuclei in myoblasts and myotubes and to agrin-induced AChR aggregates in
myotubes (Supplementary Fig. 4c online). Another examined IEG was c-Fos. Agrin
induces c-Fos expression in CNS neurons22 and c-Fos has also been implicated in the
regulation of the ε-AChR subunit in vitro23. Antibodies against c-Fos decorated myonuclei
throughout the muscle fiber but the myonuclei underneath the NMJ or at ectopic
postsynaptic structures induced by agrin-B/z+ were stained more intensely (Fig. 2b). In
C2C12 cells, nuclear expression of c-Fos increased upon myoblast fusion to myotubes
(Supplementary Fig. 4d online) and was further enhanced at agrin-induced AChR
aggregates (quantitative data not shown). Finally, MKP-1, the third candidate IEG,
showed a very similar expression pattern as EGR-1. It was enriched at the NMJ (Fig. 2c),
localized to nuclei in C2C12 myoblasts and myotubes and was also enriched at agrininduced AChR aggregates (Supplementary Fig. 4e online). In summary, these studies
indicate a functional involvement of examined IEGs in agrin-induced postsynaptic
differentiation and corroborate our mRNA profiling data on the protein level.
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(continued on the next page)
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Figure 2 IEGs accumulate at the NMJ and at ectopic postsynaptic structures induced by
agrin-B/z+.
(a) EGR-1 (green) is enriched at the NMJ. EGR-1 staining is mainly localized around myonuclei but
is also present in subsynaptic myonuclei (arrowheads). The protein is not detected in non-synaptic
nuclei of innervated muscle injected with PBS (row ‗inn‘; empty arrowheads) but is increased in
nuclei localized in the vicinity of ectopic postsynaptic structures induced by agrin-B/z+ (row ‗ectopic
inn‘; filled arrowheads).
(b) Staining of c-Fos (green) is found in myonuclei throughout the muscle fibers (empty
arrowheads) but is more pronounced in subsynaptic myonuclei (filled arrowheads). Similarly,
staining for c-Fos is enhanced in nuclei that are in the vicinity of ectopic postsynaptic structures
(filled arrowheads).
(c) MKP-1 (green) is enriched at the NMJ and localizes to transversely oriented stripes throughout
the muscle fiber. Note: all NMJs are visualized by rhodamine-labeled α-bungarotoxin (AChR, red).
Scale bars, 10 µm.
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Agrin-induced postsynaptic differentiation involves the MAPK pathway

At central synapses, the MAPK pathway, particularly the extracellular-regulated
kinases ERK1 and ERK215, induces expression of EGR-1, c-Fos and MKP-1. Moreover,
expressed MKP-1 may in turn serve as a negative feedback regulator of the MAPK
pathway. Therefore, we asked whether MAPKs localize to the NMJ and whether they can
be activated by agrin-B/z+. As shown in Figure 3a, phosphorylated ERK1/2 (P-ERK) was
enriched at postsynaptic structures of the NMJ. P-ERK was also found in synaptic and
non-synaptic myonuclei and, to a lower extent, at cytoskeletal structures throughout the
muscle fiber (Fig. 3a). P-ERK co-localized precisely with agrin-induced ectopic AChR
clusters (Fig. 3b) and its total amount was increased by agrin-B/z+ both in innervated and
denervated muscle (Fig. 3c). Interestingly, the total levels of P-ERK were also increased
by denervation alone (Fig. 3c).
In muscle cell cultures, the MAPK pathway is activated by neuregulins via ErbB
receptors9. To test whether the phosphorylation of ERK1/2 in vivo requires neuregulinErbB signaling, we examined muscles of mice where ErbB2 and ErbB4 receptors were
selectively deleted in muscle tissues (herein called ErbB DKO)10. Muscles of these mice
are normal and the NMJs do not show an apparent phenotype10. The expression of PERK at the NMJ was also presereved in ErbB DKO (Fig. 3d), indicating that neuregulinErbB signaling in muscle is also dispensable for ERK1/2 phosphorylation. This finding
suggested that agrin-MuSK signaling might be sufficient to activate ERK1/2 at the NMJs.
To test this hypothesis, we transfected an expression construct encoding DOK-7 into
HEK293 cells that stably express MuSK. DOK-7 acts downstream of agrin-MuSK, binds to
MuSK intracellularly and can activate MuSK24. While expression of either MuSK or DOK-7
alone did not affect levels of P-ERK, co-expression of both genes markedly boosted
ERK1/2 phosphorylation (Fig. 3e). Thus, activation of MuSK results in the phosphorylation
of ERK1/2 in heterologous cells suggesting that MuSK activation is also responsible for
ERK1/2 activation at NMJs.
The finding that P-ERK is found in myonuclei and at AChR-rich sites suggest that it
might be involved in both, gene transcription and AChR aggregation. To investigate this
we used C2C12 myotubes. Basal levels of P-ERK were low and P-ERK was distributed
mainly in the cytosol (Fig. 3f; immunofluorescence). Addition of agrin-B/z+ but not agrinB/z- caused an increase in ERK1/2 phosphorylation after 15 min (Fig. 3f; Western blot)
and induced the translocation of P-ERK into the nucleus (Fig. 3f; immunofluorescence).
When C2C12 myotubes were incubated with agrin-B/z+ for 16 hours, P-ERK became
aggregated at the plasma membrane and co-localized with AChR clusters (Fig. 3f).
Hence in cultured muscle cells, agrin-B/z+ affects ERK1/2 phosphorylation in a fast and a
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slow manner, which might reflect activation of gene transcription and cytoskeleton
remodelling at AChR clusters, respecitively.
MKP-1 is a MAPK phosphatase that can regulate ERK1/2, c-Jun N-terminal kinase
(JNK) or p38 depending on the tissue. To test which of the MAPKs is the endogenous
substrate for MKP-1, we next examined the distribution of p38 and JNK at NMJs. We
found that p38 was phosphorylated along the entire plasma membrane of muscle fiber
(Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 5 online) and at the presynaptic nerve terminal as
judged from its localization outside of the muscle fiber at the NMJ (Fig. 4a; inset). Such
expression pattern of p-38 precludes its direct involvement in postsynaptic differentiation.
In contrast, P-JNK co-localized with both, AChRs at the NMJ and at agrin-induced ectopic
aggregates (Fig. 4b). These findings corroborate the role of JNK in the formation of
postsynaptic structures in vivo25. Moreover, P-JNK, like P-ERK, remained highly enriched
at NMJs of ErbB DKO mice (Fig. 4b). Activation of MuSK by DOK7 in HEK293 cells stably
expressing MuSK, however, did not induce major changes in P-JNK levels (data not
shown).
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Figure 3 Agrin-MuSK signaling activates ERK1/2 during postsynaptic differentiation.
(a) Phosphorylated ERK1/2 (P-ERK; green or red) is highly enriched at the NMJ (yellow in the
overlays), which was labeled either by rhodamine-α-bungarotoxin (AChR, red) or by YFP
expressed in motor nerve terminals (YFP-nerve, green). Lower levels of P-ERK are also detected
in the myonuclei (filled arrowheads) and at cytoskeletal structures (empty arrowheads).
(b) P-ERK (green) is enriched at ectopic postsynaptic structures (red). Note that in innervated
muscle, AChRs and P-ERK are oriented transversely to the muscle axis (arrow, upper row) while
their orientation is longitudinal in denervated muscles (arrow, lower row).

(c) P-ERK (arrowheads) is increased in innervated muscle (INN) after injection of agrinB/z+ (Ag-B/z+). Denervation (DEN) alone increases ERK1/2 phosphorylation and this is
further enhanced by injection of agrin-B/z+.
(continued on the next page)
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(d) Enrichment of P-ERK at the NMJs is preserved in muscles where ErbB2/ErbB4
receptors were deleted (ErbB DKO). Note that localization of P-ERK to the nuclei (filled
arrowheads) and to the cytoskeleton (empty arrowheads) in ErbB DKO and wild-type mice
is identical.
(e) Activation of MuSK increases ERK1/2 phosphorylation. Wild-type HEK293 cells (lane
1, 2) or HEK293 cells stably expressing MuSK (lane 3, 4) were transfected with DOK-7
(lane 2, 4) or empty vector (lane 1, 3). Increased phosphorylation of ERK1/2 (arrowheads)
is only observed in cells expressing both MuSK and DOK-7.
(f) Incubation of C2C12 myotubes with agrin-B/z+ for 15 minutes increases
phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and induces its translocation into nuclei (arrowheads). In
myotubes incubated with agrin-B/z+ overnight (agrin 16 h), phosphorylated ERK1/2 colocalizes with AChR clusters at plasma membrane (filled arrowheads). Scale bars, 10 µm.
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Figure 4 Expression of p38 and JNK.
(a) Phosphorylated p38 MAPK (P-p38; green) is found along the entire muscle fiber and is not
confined to the NMJ, which was visualized by rhodamine α-bungarotoxin (AChR, red). Note that Pp38 staining overlaps with AChR staining only outside of the muscle fiber, indicating its presynaptic
localization (inset).
(b) Phosphorylated JNK (P-JNK, green or red) is highly enriched at the NMJ and at ectopic
postsynaptic structures visualized by rhodamine α-bungarotoxin staining (AChR, red). At the NMJs
identified by YFP-labeled motor neurons, P-JNK decorates the area localized under the nerve
terminal (third row; YFP-nerve, green). JNK phosphorylation is preserved in muscle lacking
ErbB2/ErbB4 receptors (ErbB DKO). Scale bars, 10 µm .
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MKP-1 regulates MAPK activation

Regulation of ERK1/2 activity by MKP-1 at glutamatergic synapses15 and enrichment of
ERK1/2 and MKP-1 at the NMJ led us to investigate their relationship in more detail. In
muscle, P-ERK precisely co-localized with AChRs in cross-sections (Fig. 5a), while
antibodies detecting pan-ERK1/2 (called herein total ERK; T-ERK) encircled myofibrils in
muscle fibers (Fig. 5b). In whole mounts, T-ERK localized to subcellular structures
reminiscent of Z-lines (Fig. 5b). Co-staining of α-actinin, a Z-line marker, revealed that TERK co-aligned around the Z-lines in two parallel stripes while MKP-1 precisely colocalized with Z-lines (Fig. 5c). This complementary localization of MKP-1 and T-ERK at
the Z-lines suggests that ERK1/2 might be the substrate for MKP-1 in skeletal muscle.
Indeed, MKP-1 antibodies but not pre-immune rabbit serum co-immunoprecipitated TERK protein from muscle extracts (Fig. 5d). Expression of another ERK1/2-selective
phosphatase, MKP-3, was also reported at the NMJ11. We examined its distribution in
cross-sections of rat soleus muscle. However, we neither detected MKP-3 protein at the
NMJs (Fig. 5e) nor did we observe upregulation of MKP-3 transcription in our original
gene expression screen (data not shown). Because of high correlation between
expression patterns of MKP-1 and the non-phosphorylated form of ERK1/2, it is then
conceivable that in muscle ERK1/2 is rather the substrate for MKP-1 than for MKP-3.
A further detailed examination of MKP-1 expression at the NMJ of wild-type mice
revealed that MKP-1 was absent or non-detectable in AChR- and P-ERK-rich regions
(Fig. 5f and Supplementary Fig. 6 online). The mutually exclusive localization of MKP-1
and AChRs was also observed in ErbB DKO mice (Fig. 5f) and at ectopic postsynaptic
structures induced by agrin in innervated muscle where regular stripes of MKP-1
separated transverse strings of AChR aggregates (arrowheads in Fig. 5g). Such regular
arrangement of MKP-1 was not observed in denervated muscles where AChR aggregates
were oriented longitudinally (Fig. 5g). Consistently, transcription and translation of MKP-1
was downregulated in one week denervated muscles (see Supplementary Table 2a
online and Fig. 5h). Developmental studies further showed that MKP-1 expression was
also undetectable in embryos (E18; Fig. 5i), while MKP-1 protein was clearly expressed
postnatally (P2; Fig. 5i). In conclusion, these observations indicate that high levels of
MKP-1 at the NMJs of innervated muscles may restrict activation of the MAPK pathway to
the site of innervation and induce compaction of AChRs at the NMJ.
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Figure 5 Complementary distributions of P-ERK and MKP-1.
(a) P-ERK (green) localizes to the NMJ, stained with rhodamine α-bungarotoxin (AChR, red).
(b) Antibodies to pan ERK1/2 (T-ERK, green) encircle the myofibrils throughout muscle fiber crosssections. In whole mounts, T-ERK immunoreactivity is enriched in transverse bands.
(c) T-ERK (green, empty arrowheads) aligns in two parallel stripes around Z-lines, which are
visualized with antibodies against α-actinin (red, filled arrowhead). MKP-1 (green, lower row) also
localizes to Z-lines (red) throughout the muscle fiber. Note the precise co-localization of MKP-1 and
α-actinin (yellow in the overlay and labeled by arrowheads).
(d) T-ERK co-immunoprecipitates from muscle extracts with antibodies to MKP-1 but not with
normal rabbit serum (NRS).
(e) MKP-3 is not detected at the NMJ.
(continued on the next page)
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(f) MKP-1 staining (green) is enriched at the NMJ and is complementary to the localization of the
AChRs (red; arrowheads) in both, wild-type and ErbB DKO muscles.
(g) Agrin-B/z+ induces accumulation of MKP-1 (green) and the formation of ectopic AChR clusters
(AChR, red). In innervated muscle (inn), MKP-1(arrowheads) and AChRs (arrows) are oriented
transversely to the muscle axis. AChR clusters, however, localize to regions devoid of MKP-1. In
denervated (den) muscles, MKP-1 staining is diminished at Z-lines and AChR clusters tend to be
oriented more longitudinally.
(h) Expression of MKP-1 in innervated muscle (INN) decreases upon denervation after one week
(DEN).
(i) Expression of MKP-1 (green) is not detected at the NMJs of muscle from 18-day-old embryos
(E18) while MKP-1 accumulation is clearly visible 2 days after birth (P2). Scale bars, 10 µm.
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MKP-1 controls postsynaptic differentiation in vivo

To pursue the hypothesis that MKP-1 affects postsynaptic differentiation at the NMJ, we
acutely altered expression levels of MKP-1 in muscle in two ways. Firstly, we
overexpressed MKP-1 in rat soleus muscles by electroporating expression constructs
encoding MKP-1 or cytoplasmic EGFP (control). One week later, we injected the muscles
with recombinant agrin-B/z+ and denervated them. After another week, we dissected the
muscles and stained AChR clusters and the overexpressed MKP-1. We found that while
the number of AChR clusters was similar in both, EGFP-positive and adjacent, nontransfected muscle fibers (Fig. 6a and 6b), muscle fibers that expressed MKP-1 contained
much fewer, or no AChR clusters when compared to adjacent, non-transfected fibers (Fig.
6a and b). Interestingly, the overexpressed MKP-1 protein aligned in muscle fibers in
transverse stripes like the endogenous MKP-1 in innervated muscle (Fig. 6c; see also
Fig. 5g). EGFP, as expected, was distributed homogenously throughout the cytosol (Fig.
6c). Thus, high levels of MKP-1 prevent the formation of AChR clusters even in
denervated muscle. These experiments suggest that, conversely, the low levels of MKP-1
(as found in denervated muscle) may be the basis for the enhanced AChR clustering.
We therefore also tested, secondly, whether acute downregulation of MKP-1 in
innervated muscle indeed enhances the formation of ectopic AChR clusters induced by
agrin-B/z+. MKP-1 expression was knocked down by RNA interference (RNAi) using
shRNA constructs26. Two specific shRNA constructs targeting MKP-1 and a control
shRNA construct targeting CD4 (Fig. 6d) were electroporated into innervated muscle
fibers together with an EGFP expression construct containing a nuclear localization signal
(NLS-EGFP). To allow the removal of MKP-1 protein, agrin-B/z+ was injected only one
week later. After another week, muscles were dissected and stained. There were few or
no AChR clusters in non-transfected muscle fibers and in those electroporated with
shRNA to CD4 (Fig. 6e and f). The number of AChR aggregates on muscle fibers
expressing shRNA targeting MKP-1 was, however, significantly increased (Fig. 6e and f).
Thus, these data show that downregulation of MKP-1 is sufficient to increase the
response of innervated muscle to agrin-B/z+ and corroborate the function of MKP-1 to
restrict the postsynaptic structure to the site of innervation.
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Figure 6 MKP-1 regulates postsynaptic differentiation.
(a) Injection of agrin-B/z+ into denervated muscle induces the formation of many AChR clusters
(AChR, red) on fibers overexpressing EGFP (first row; green and marked by asterisks) as well as
on non-transfected adjacent muscle fibers. In contrast, muscle fibers overexpressing MKP-1
(second row; green and marked by asterisks) contain only few AChR clusters when compared with
neighboring, non-transfected fibers.
(continued on the next page)
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(b) Quantification of AChR clusters formed on fibers expressing EGFP or MKP-1 (green columns)
and on adjacent, non-transfected fibers (red columns). While no significant difference is detected
between adjacent non-transfected and EGFP-expressing denervated fibers, MKP-1-positive fibers
contain significantly less AChR clusters (**p<0.001).
(c) Overexpressed MKP-1 localizes to regular transverse lines, similar to endogenous MKP-1
protein in innervated muscle fibers(compare with Fig. 5g), while EGFP is distributed homogenously
in the cytosol.
(d) Western blot analysis of COS7 cells co-transfected with the constructs encoding MKP-1 and the
shRNA targeting either MKP-1 or CD4 (control). Both shRNA constructs targeting MKP-1
downmodulate the expression of MKP-1 while the construct targeting CD4 does not have any
effect.
(e) Electroporation of innervated muscle fibers with shRNA against CD4 and a nuclearly targeted
EGFP (green and marked by asterisks) does not affect the formation of AChR clusters (red) after
injection of agrin-B/z+. In contrast, shRNA targeting MKP-1 enhances the formation of AChR
clusters after injection of agrin-B/z+.
(f) The number of AChR clusters in innervated muscle fibers expressing shRNA targeting MKP-1 is
significantly increased (red column) when compared with muscle fibers expressing shRNA that
targets CD4 (green column; **p <0.001). Scale bars, 10 µm.
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PAK-1 links agrin-MuSK signaling to MAPK activation

At the NMJ, agrin activates MuSK and the small Rho GTPases Rac1 and Cdc42,
which in turn activate p21-activated kinase (PAK-1)27 and recruit it to the MuSKdishevelled-1 scaffold28. In other cellular systems, activated PAK-1 (P-PAK1) has been
shown to anchor components of the MAPK pathway and to activate ERK1/229. Thus it is
conceivable that P-PAK-1 may also link the MAPK pathway to the site of agrin-MuSK
signaling at the NMJ. Like P-ERK and P-JNK, P- PAK-1 localized to the NMJs of wild-type
and of ErbB DKO mice (Fig. 7a). Moreover, PAK-1, similar to ERK1/2, also decorated
structures reminiscent of the Z-lines (compare Fig. 7b to Fig. 5c). To assess the
functional importance of PAK-1 at the NMJ, we again used RNAi. Three specific shRNA
constructs targeting PAK-1 and a control shRNA construct targeting CD4 (Fig. 7c) were
electroprated into muscle fibers together with an expression plasmid encoding NLSEGFP. One week after electroporation, agrin-B/z+ was injected and muscles were
denervated. After another week, muscles were dissected, stained and the number of
muscle fibers expressing ectopic AChR clusters was determined. Many AChR aggregates
formed in non-transfected muscle fibers or in those transfected with the control shRNA
targeting CD4 (Fig. 7d and e). In contrast, the number AChR aggregates in fibers
transfected with the shRNA targeting PAK-1 was strongly reduced (Fig. 7d and e). These
results indicate that PAK-1 plays an important role in the assembly of postsynaptic
structures and are in line with the idea that PAK-1 may serve as a link between the MAPK
pathway and the agrin-MuSK scaffold at the NMJ.
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Figure 7 Localization of PAK-1 and its role in postsynaptic differentiation.
(a) Phosphorylated PAK-1 (P-PAK-1, green) is localized to wild-type and ErbB DKO NMJs
(arrowheads), labeled by rhodamine α-bungarotoxin staining (AChR, red).
(b) Outside the NMJ, P-PAK-1 localizes to cytoskeletal structures reminiscent of Z-lines. (c)
Western blot analysis of COS7 cells co-transfected with an expression constructs encoding PAK-1
and shRNA plasmids targeting either PAK-1 or CD4 (control). All three shRNA constructs targeting
PAK-1 downmodulate the expression of PAK-1 while the construct targeting CD4 does not have
any effect.
(d) Muscle fibers co-electroporated with shRNA targeting CD4 and the nuclearly localized EGFP
(green; marked by asterisks), like adjacent, non-transfected muscle fibers, form numerous AChR
clusters (red) after injection of agrin-B/z+ into denervated muscle. In contrast, muscle fibers which
co-express shRNA targeting PAK-1 and EFGP (green; marked by asterisks), contain none or very
few AChR clusters (red).

(continued on the next page)
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(e) Quantification of AChR clusters detected on fibers expressing shRNAs targeting CD4 or PAK-1
(green columns) and on adjacent, non-transfected fibers (red columns). No significant difference
was seen in denervated muscles fibers that express shRNA against CD4. However, the denervated
muscle fibers expressing the shRNA contructs targeting PAK-1 contain significantly less AChR
clusters (**p<0.001). Scale bars, 10 µm.
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2.5 DISCUSSION

Our study addresses several novel aspects as to how agrin-MuSK signaling induces
the formation of postsynaptic structures. To identify changes in gene transcription, we
used intramuscular injection of agrin-B/z+, an established experimental paradigm that
initiates and drives the full postsynaptic program in nerve-free muscle regions14,18. Unlike
previous approaches, which analyzed transcripts at the endogenous adult NMJs
composed of pre- and postsynaptic cells11-13, transcripts analyzed in our microarray
screen originate from ectopically formed postsynaptic structures. Moreover, we collected
the samples seven days after treatment when agrin-induced postsynaptic apparatuses still
undergo dynamic molecular and structural changes. As we show here, this experimental
system allowed us to identify several genes that have not been described at the NMJ.
Moreover, we also detected transcripts such as protease nexin-130, laminin β231 or protein
kinase A regulatory subunit α12,32 whose expression at the NMJ was previously described.

Upregulation of IEGs during postsynaptic differentiation

Several genes identified in our screen such as c-Fos and Jun-B belong to the family of
IEGs and have already been implicated in agrin signaling in cortical neurons22 but also in
neuregulin-ErbB signaling in C2C12 cells23,33. As their expression in muscles of ErbB DKO
was not affected (data not shown), we conclude that their transcription can also be
activated by alternative mechanisms.
EGR-1 was one of the most robustly upregulated IEGs. It has been suggested to act
downstream of neuregulin-ErbB signaling and has been shown to bind to the so called
―neuregulin-1 response element‖ (NRE) of the ε-AChR promoter34. Expression of EGR-1
in muscle is maintained in muscles of ErbB DKO (data not shown) and the EGR-1 protein,
like the ε-AChR subunit, accumulates at all ectopic postsynaptic structures induced by
agrin-B/z+ in innervated muscle but only in a subset of postsynaptic structures induced in
denervated muscle. These results indicate that EGR-1 may indeed be involved in
postsynaptic expression of the ε-AChR subunit in vivo. However, unlike mice deficient for
the ε-AChR subunit35, mice deficient for EGR-1 are viable and do not show apparent
myasthenic syndromes36. Thus, other EGR gene family members37 or the two ETS
transcription factors, GA-binding protein (GABP) and/or Erm, which have both been
implicated in the regulation of synapse-specific gene transcription in vivo38,39, may
compensate for the function of EGR-1.
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Agrin-MuSK signaling triggers the MAP kinase pathway at the NMJ

MKP-1 is another IEG whose expression is robustly induced by agrin-B/z+. MKP-1 is
known to regulate the activity of all MAPKs therefore we investigated their role in
postsynaptic differentiation. We show that phosphorylated forms of ERK and JNK are
highly concentrated at postsynaptic structures of the NMJ. Moreover, the preservation of
ERK1/2 and JNK phosphorylation of ErbB DKO mice shows that neuregulin-ErbB
signaling is not required for ERK1/2 and JNK activation in muscle. Thus, the MAPK
pathway, particularly ERK1/2, might be activated by agrin-MuSK signaling instead. We
indeed show that DOK-7-induced activation of MuSK in heterologous cells is sufficient to
trigger ERK1/2 phosphorylation. We also observe that MAPKs localize to AChR clusters
at the NMJ and to subsynaptic myonuclei, which indicates that the MAPK pathway,
particularly ERK1/2, is involved in both, the aggregation and the local transcription of
postsynaptic proteins (see Fig. 8). Consistent with such dual role of MAPK signaling,
addition of agrin-B/z+ to C2C12 myotubes induces rapid phosphorylation and nuclear
translocation of ERK1/2, while prolonged incubation of myotubes with agrin-B/z+ results in
the translocation of P-ERK to the plasma membrane and to the sites where AChR clusters
are formed.
We further suggest that the MAPK signaling is linked to the agrin-MuSK scaffold
via the effector protein PAK-1 (see Fig. 8). Such function of PAK-1 in postsynaptic
differentiation is supported by several lines of evidence. The activated form of PAK-1 is
enriched at the NMJ and the knockdown of PAK-1 inhibits agrin-induced formation of
postsynaptic structures. Moreover, activated PAK-1 associates with MuSK via
dishevelled-1 and its inhibition attenuates agrin-induced AChR clustering in cultured
muscle cells28. Finally, PAK-1 has been shown to regulate ERK and JNK activation by
serving as a scaffold for Raf, MEK and ERK29 (Fig. 8).

Neuregulin-ErbB and agrin-MuSK signaling may converge onto the MAPK pathway

Neuregulin-ErbB signaling induces several aspects of postsynaptic differentiation in
vitro such as the MAPK activation and transcription of several IEGs9. We now show that
neuregulin-ErbB signaling is dispensable for the activation of the MAPK pathway at the
NMJ and we provide evidence that MAPKs, in particular ERK1/2, can be activated by
agrin-MuSK signaling (Fig. 8). While inactivation of neuregulin-ErbB signaling in muscle
does not cause a neuromuscular phenotype, overexpression of a constitutively active form
of the ErbB2 receptor in muscle disperses AChR clusters40. One possible explanation for
this phenotype is the hyperactivation of MAPK signaling, which would result in a failure to
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compact AChR clusters (see Fig. 8). It has also been shown that neuregulin-ErbB
signaling at the NMJ can be reinforced by a positive feedback loop with the p35/Cdk5
pathway41. Interestingly, dispersal of AChR clusters formed in embryonic muscles devoid
of agrin-B/z+ is rescued in mutant mice lacking Cdk541. This suggests that reciprocal
agrin-MuSK signaling may be required to balance the Cdk5 dispersal activity which may
involve p35/Cdk5-neuregulin-ErbB induced activation of MAPK pathway (Fig. 8).
Moreover, the dispersal of AChR clusters by Cdk5 is also activated by acetylcholine
binding to AChRs (Fig. 8; Ref41). We now suggest that MKP-1 induced by the trophic
(agrin) and electrical (ACh) activity of the motor neuron also affects the assembly and
dispersal of the AChR clusters at the NMJ through regulation of MAPK pathway.

MKP-1 controls the MAP kinase pathway and regulates postsynaptic differentiation

Upregulation of the dual-specificity phosphatase MKP-1 by neuronal agrin strongly
indicates that the MAPK signaling at the NMJ is under a tight spatio-temporal control. As
discussed above, such a negative feedback loop of the MAPK pathway may be required
to prevent its hyperactivation. Accordingly, the formation of AChR clusters upon
denervation of adult muscles and during embryonic muscle development may be
facilitated by low levels of MKP-1. Interestingly, genetic ablation of neurotransmission in
mutant mice lacking choline acetyl transferase (ChAT) increases the number of AChR
clusters in embryonic muscles devoid of agrin42 that would normally disperse (Fig. 8). We
hypothesize that this genetically induced denervation of muscle maintains levels of MKP-1
low and sustains MuSK-induced MAPK activation. At the NMJs of innervated muscle, high
levels of MKP-1, which are induced by electrical activity and agrin-MuSK signaling, may
restrict postsynaptic differentiation and synapse-specific gene transcription to the site of
innervation. Both views are supported by independent in vivo evidence. First,
overexpression of MKP-1 inhibits the formation of ectopic AChR clusters in denervated
muscle (where endogenous levels of MKP-1 levels are normally low). Second, knockdown
of MKP-1 by RNAi enhances the formation of AChR clusters in innervated muscle (where
endogenous levels of MKP-1 levels are normally high). We propose a model in which
regulation of the MAPK pathway is important for the establishment and the maintenance
of postsynaptic structures in vivo (Fig. 8).
Finally, if MKP-1 plays an essential role in the spatial control of MAPK activation, one
would expect that the NMJs of MKP-1-deficient mice have compromised morphology or
function. Although muscle function is altered in such mice43, we did not observe gross
changes in the NMJ morphology (GB, MA Bennett and MAR; unpublished results)
suggesting that a chronic absence of MKP-1 during development is compensated by other
mechanisms. These may involve upregulation of other MKP family members11 or
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activation of alternative mechanisms, which inhibit activation of the MAPK pathway.
Interestingly, p35/Cdk5 has been shown to inhibit ERK1/2 activation in neurons by
competing for the same binding site on PAK-144 (see Fig. 8).

In

conclusion,

we

provide compelling evidence that activation of the MAPK pathway and its spatio-temporal
control by nerve- and agrin-induced MKP-1 expression is important for the formation of
the NMJ. As discussed before, the MAPK pathway has also been shown to induce
transcription of MKP-1, c-Fos and EGR-1 during long-term potentiation and subsequent
restructuring of central synapses15. Moreover, the MAPK pathway is deregulated in the
brain of mice that are deficient for agrin45. Finally, similar concepts for a regulatory role of
dual MAPK phosphatases have also been reported for immunological responses, synapse
formation in the brain and learning and memory46,47. Thus, a negative feedback loop of
MAPK signaling as shown here for MKP-1 may be of general importance for synapse
formation and their maintenance.
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Figure 8 Schematic representation of agrin-MuSK signaling at the NMJ.
(a) At the NMJ, agrin released from the presynaptic nerve terminal is incorporated into synaptic
basal lamina via its binding to laminin. On muscle membrane, agrin binds to dystroglycan (DG),
28

activates MuSK and induces phosphorylation of p21-activated kinase-1

(PAK-1) by engaging the

27

Rho GTPAses Rac1 and Cdc42 . Phosphorylated PAK-1 (P-PAK-1) binds to MuSK adaptor
28

27

dishevelled-1 (DVL). P-PAK-1 is recruited to the NMJ and serves as a scaffold to activate JNK
29

and ERK1/2 . P-ERK and P-JNK may then translocate either to the membrane and participate in
the aggregation of synaptic proteins including AChRs or to the subsynaptic myonuclei and induce
transcription of synapse-specific genes including MKP-1. MKP-1, in turn, regulates phosphorylation
of MAPKs in the nucleus and in the cytosol. At the NMJ, both ERK and JNK can also be activated
23,33

by neuregulin-ErbB signaling via Ras, Raf, MEK

, although neuregulin-ErbB signaling is not

10

required .

(continued on the next page)
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(b) Acetylcholine released from the presynaptic nerve terminal opens AChRs and evokes cell
depolarization (electrical activity). Electrical activity increases expression of MKP-1 throughout the
muscle fiber and inhibits both, activation of MAPKs and formation of AChR clusters in non-synaptic
(agrin devoid) regions. ACh also activates Cdk5 which subsequently induces dispersal of non41

synaptic AChR aggregates . Note: Cdk5 can affect the postsynaptic differentiation at the NMJ in
dual fashion. When interacting with PAK-1 it may compete with ERK1/2 for the same binding site
44

on PAK-1

and inhibit activation of ERK1/2 downstream of agrin-MuSK signaling. When interacting

with the neuregulin-ErbB pathway, it may enhance MAPK signaling and induce dispersal of AChR
41

aggregates . Accordingly, upregulation of MKP-1 expression by electrical activity and agrin may
be a means to efficiently counterbalance activation of ERK and JNK at the NMJ.
(c) Dispersal of non-synaptic AChR aggregates can be prevented by denervation, which lowers
MKP-1 expression in muscle, by genetic ablation of ChAT

42

and by blockade of Cdk5 activity in

41

Cdk5 deficient mice or by a Cdk5 inhibitor roscovitin .
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2.6 SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Supplementary Figure 1 Integrity of mRNA isolated from injected muscles.
Probes derived from mRNA isolated from the 6 muscle replicates for each of the 6 conditions were
hybridized with Affymetrix GeneChips. Ratio of hybridization signals intensities detected at the
probe

sets

encoding

3‘and

5‘sequences

of

β-actin

and

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) are shown. The ratio for majority of probes is very close to 1, indicating
high quality of the isolated mRNA.
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Supplementary Figure 2 Transcription of AChR subunits. (
a) Intensities of hybridization signal for all AChR subunits and the 6 different experimental
paradigms. Denervation robustly increases expression of all AChR subunits with the stoichiometry
corresponding to AChR. Importantly, injection of agrin-B/z+ causes a significant increase in εAChR transcription (red bars). Each bar represents the mean ± s.e.m. (***: p<0.0001; **: p<0.001,
*: p<0.02).

(continued on the next page)
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(b) Staining of muscle cross-sections with rhodamine-α-bungarotoxin (BTX, red) and with
antibodies against the ε-AChR subunit (green) shows their co-localization at ectopic postsynaptic
structures in innervated muscle (filled arrowheads). In denervated muscle, only a subset of the
ectopic AChR structures contains the ε-AChR subunit (filled arrowheads) while the rest (open
arrowheads) expresses reciprocally the γ-AChR subunit (data no shown). Scale bar, 10 µm.
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Supplementary Figure 3 Validation of Affymetrix GeneChip data by qRT-PCR. Normalized
expression levels of selected genes detected by both, GeneChip hybridization (red bars) and qRTPCR (green bars). For the majority of genes, data from the GeneChip experiment were confirmed
by qRT-PCR. (PTPRD - protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type D)
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Supplementary Figure 4 Expression of selected IEGs in vivo and in cultured C2C12 cells.
(a) EGR-1 (red, arrowheads) accumulates at the NMJ, which is labeled by the YFP-positive motor
nerve terminals of thy1-YFP transgenic mice (green).
(b) Preincubation of the anti EGR-1 antibody with the original antigenic peptide abolishes EGR-1
staining at the NMJ, labeled by rhodamine-α-bungarotoxin (AChR, red).

(continued on the next page)
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(c) In innervated muscle (inn), EGR-1 co-localizes with all agrin-induced ectopic structures (filled
arrowheads, first row). In denervated muscle (den), EGR-1 co-localizes only with a subset of
ectopic AChR clusters (filled arrowhead, middle row). In C2C12, EGR-1 is found in the nuclei of
myoblasts (arrowheads), and localizes to both, nuclei and agrin-induced AChR clusters in
myotubes (arrows, bottom row).
(d) C-Fos is expressed in the nuclei of C2C12 myoblasts (empty arrowheads) and the staining
intensity increases upon fusion of myoblasts to myotubes (filled arrowheads, second row). C-Fos
expression is further slightly increased in the nuclei of myotubes that were treated with agrin-B/z+
overnight (filled arrowheads, first row).
(e) In C2C12 cells, MKP-1 localizes to the nuclei of myoblasts and myotubes (arrowheads) but also
to AChR clusters induced by agrin-B/z+ in myotubes (arrow). Scale bar, 10 µm.
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Supplementary Figure 5 Whole mount staining of phosphorylated form of p38 (P-p38) in
vivo.
P-p38 (red) is abundant in muscle fibers and localizes to the cytoskeleton in a Z-line-like pattern. Pp38 is also expressed in the presynaptic nerve terminal, labeled by YFP expressed in thy1-YFP
transgenic mice (green, see also Fig. 5). Scale bar, 10 µm.
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Supplementary Figure 6 Complementary expression of AChR and MKP-1 at the NMJ.
Sequential optical sections spaced 0.5 µm reveal the complementary localization of MKP-1 (green)
and AChRs (red, arrowheads). Precise co-localizaion of P-ERK with AChR as observed in Figure 3
implies the similar complementary distribution between MKP-1 and P-ERK. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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Supplementary Table 1 List of candidate genes that show significant upregulation by agrin-B/z+
sorted by hierarchical gene clustering (gene tree) using GeneSpring software. The graphical
interpretation is shown in the heat-map depicted in Figure 1b. Genes that have been previously
localized to the NMJ are highlighted with yellow color; IEGs are highlighted by light blue (not
examined in this study) and dark blue colors (examined further).
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Supplementary Table 2a List of candidate genes that are upregulated by agrin-B/z+.
All the genes listed were significantly changed by more than 25% in innervated and by more than
50% in denervated muscle when compared to PBS and agrinB/z- injected muscles. Genes are
sorted by the ascending fold increase or decrease in the far right columns. Genes that have been
previously localized to the NMJ are highlighted with yellow color; IEGs are highlighted by light blue
(not examined in this study) and dark blue colors (examined further). 
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Supplementary Table 2b List of candidate genes that are downregulated by agrin-B/z+.
All the genes listed were significantly changed by more than 25% in innervated and by more than
50% in denervated muscle when compared to PBS and agrinB/z- injected muscles. Genes are
sorted by the ascending fold increase or decrease in the far right columns. Genes that have been
previously localized to the NMJ are highlighted with yellow color; IEGs are highlighted by light blue
(not examined in this study) and dark blue colors (examined further). 
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3.1 ABSTRACT

Agrin and its receptor MuSK are required and sufficient for the formation of the
postsynaptic apparatus at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ). In the current model the
local deposition of agrin by the nerve and the resulting local activation of MuSK is
responsible for creating and maintaining the postsynaptic apparatus including clusters of
acetylcholine receptors (AChRs). Concomitantly, the release of acetylcholine (ACh) and
the resulting depolarization disperses those postsynaptic structures that are not apposed
by the nerve and thus not stabilized by agrin-MuSK signaling. Here we show that a
miniaturized form of agrin, consisting of the laminin-binding and the MuSK-activating
domains, is sufficient to fully restore NMJs in agrin mutant mice when expressed by
developing muscle. Mice expressing this mini-agrin are fertile and can survive for at least
one year. The innervation band in these mice is substantially widened, but the number of
non-synaptic AChR clusters declines during development and the size and the number of
nerve-associated AChR clusters increases. The factor responsible for the differential
stabilization of AChRs that are apposed by nerve terminals appears to be ACh, as
incubation with the agonist carbachol reduces the loss of AChR clusters in organotypic
cultures of the diaphragm. Our results show that agrin function in NMJ development
requires only two small domains, and that this function does not depend on local
deposition of agrin at synapses, and suggest a novel local function of ACh to stabilize
postsynaptic structures.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental questions in neuroscience is how synapse formation between
neurons and their targets is controlled during development. Current evidence indicates
that initial stages of target recognition and of synapse formation are driven by cell
adhesive interactions and that later stages require electrical activity (1, 2). The easy
accessibility of the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) for experimental manipulation, has
allowed investigating synapse formation at both the molecular and physiological levels.
Based on knockout experiments in mice NMJ formation critically depends on agrin, an
extracellular matrix molecule released by the nerve (3), the receptor tyrosine-kinase
MuSK, which is activated by agrin (4), the low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein
4 (5) and the two intracellular adaptor molecules Dok-7 (6) and rapsyn (7), which bind to
activated MuSK and the acetylcholine receptor (AChR), respectively. Of these molecules,
agrin and its signal-transducing receptor MuSK are the most upstream components to
initiate postsynaptic differentiation. Agrin's synapse-inducing activity is regulated by
alternative mRNA splicing. In particular, only certain splice variants that differ within the
most carboxy-terminal laminin G (LG)-like domain at a site called B in chick (8) or z in
rodents (9) are capable of inducing AChR aggregation (10, 11) and MuSK activation (12).
Importantly, active agrin isoforms are released by motor neurons whereas non-neuronal
cells including muscle fibers synthesize splice variants that lack the inserts at the B/z site
(13).
According to the agrin hypothesis (14), agrin released from growth cones of motor
neurons initiates a signaling cascade that results in the formation of the entire
postsynaptic apparatus. In accordance with this, either agrin (15, 16) or a constitutively
active form of MuSK (17) is capable of inducing new postsynapses when applied to nonsynaptic regions of adult muscle. However, the finding that developing muscle of mice
lacking motor neurons or agrin still forms AChR clusters in the region where synapses are
normally made (18-20) has challenged the traditional view that agrin is required for
initiating postsynaptic differentiation (see also 21). Moreover, the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine (ACh) has been shown to disperse AChR clusters that are not contacted by
motor neurons (22, 23). Thus, the current concept is that agrin stabilizes pre-existing
AChR clusters rather than to induce new ones in developing muscle and thereby
counteracts the dispersing activity of ACh (21).
Here we report on transgenic mice that express a miniaturized version of an agrin
isoform, which is synthesized by motor neurons, in skeletal muscle fibers. We show that
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mini-agrin is sufficient to fully restore NMJ formation in agrin-deficient mice. Unexpectedly,
although mini-agrin is expressed along the entire myofibers, AChR clusters become
restricted to the sites of nerve contact during development. We provide evidence that this
restriction is mediated by ACh, which besides dispersing non-synaptic AChR clusters (22,
23), stabilizes those that appose the nerve terminal.
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3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice.
Transgenic mice expressing c-magB8 were generated as described (1) using the chick
N257C21B8_myc construct, which has been described elsewhere (2). The cDNA
encoding mouse mini-agrin (m-magz8) was obtained by RT-PCR on mRNA isolated from
mouse spinal chord. The entire construct was sequenced and inserted into the tetO7-CMV
promoter by replacing the cDNA construct described elsewhere (3). MCK-tTA mice (4)
were obtained from N. Raben (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Transgenic
founders were identified by Southern blot analysis and PCR. The following primers were
used for PCR genotyping: 5' ACC CAG CCC CTC AGT ACA TGT and 5' CTT CTG TTT
TGA TGC TCA GC for c-magB8; 5' CCA ATG TGA CCG CTA GCG AGA AG and 5' CTG
TAG GCC TCC AAG CCA CA for m-magz8. Previously described primers and procedures
were used to identify mice that express tTA (3) or YFP 5 or that are deficient for agrin (6).

Antibodies.
Antibodies directed against chick agrin (7), mouse agrin (8) and MuSK (9) were raised in
our laboratory and have been characterized previously. To avoid reactivity with mouse
tissue of anti-mouse secondary antibodies, anti-myc antibody 9E10 (10) was biotinylated
with biotin-NHS according to the manufacturer's procedure. Other antibodies used were
from the following commercial sources: rabbit antibodies against synaptophysin (Dako) or
neurofilament (Sigma). Secondary antibodies were coupled to either Cy3 (Jackson
ImmunoResearch) or Alexa-488 (Invitrogen).

Immunoblot and quantification.
Frozen tissues were pulverized on a metal plate cooled in liquid nitrogen and
resuspended in protein extraction buffer [80 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA, 2% SDS
and 1:50 diluted mix protease inhibitors (Sigma)]. 10 µg of protein was separated on a
7.5% SDS–PAGE and immunoblotted. Expression levels of the transgenes were
quantified by measuring the intensity of the band after subtracting the background in the
same blot. For normalization, the intensity of the actin band after Ponceau S staining
(Sigma) was used.
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Quantitative analysis of synaptic AChR cluster bands.
For measuring the width of the synaptic band in the diaphragm, images of whole mounts
such as those shown in SI Figs. 7-10 were analyzed by AnalySIS software (Soft Imaging
System). By using the "measuring Area/Perimeter tool", the periphery of the region
comprising AChR clusters contacted by motor nerves was outlined manually and the area
of this outline was determined. The average width of the synaptic band was calculated by
dividing its length.

Organotypic culture of E14.5 diaphragms.
The method of culturing E14.5 diaphragms ex vivo has been described (32). Briefly,
diaphragms with ribcages were incubated in M199 medium supplemented with 5% horse
serum and penicillin/streptomycin in an atmosphere of 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at 37°C.
Carbachol (Sigma) was used at a concentration of 0.1 mM. After 18 hours, diaphragms
were fixed in 4%PFA, stained with Alexa-555-α-bungarotoxin and mounted. At the middle
of each hemidiaphragm, three confocal stacks were recorded with the 40x objective and
0.5 µm z-steps. The number and volume of AChR clusters (> 10 µm3) were quantified as
described below.

Image acquisition and processing.
Diaphragms were analyzed with a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica TCS SPE).
Images were recorded with HC_PL_APO 20x/nA 0.7 (506514) or ACS_APO 40x/nA 1.15
(507901) objectives with 1 µm and 0.5 µm z-steps, respectively. Images were recorded
with the same laser power and the same parameter setting. For quantification of AChR
clusters, three to eight image stacks with 20x objective in the middle of the
hemidiaphragm (as illustrated in SI Fig. 8-10) were analyzed with Imaris software (Version
x64 5.7.2, Bitplane AG). The threshold intensity was set by visual inspection so that the
size of the AChR clusters and the nerve was similar to what is shown in the image stack.
Only particles that were bigger than 30 µm3 were included. AChR clusters were then
separated manually into two categories based on the colors. Nerve-associated clusters
appeared yellow while non-synaptic clusters were red. The total number and the volume
of AChR clusters of the two categories were determined by the Imaris program.
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3.4 RESULTS

Transgenic expression of a miniaturized form of neural agrin in skeletal muscle.

We have previously shown that a miniaturized form of neural agrin containing the eight
amino acid insert at the B/z site is sufficient to induce postsynapse-like structures when
expressed in non-synaptic regions of the adult soleus muscle (24). To further study this
phenomenon, we generated several transgenic mouse lines. Transgenes were derived
from full-length chick or mouse agrinB/z8 (see Fig. 1A for domain organization) and
consisted of the amino-terminal domain that confers binding to laminins (25) and the most
carboxy-terminal LG domain that is sufficient to activate MuSK (12). Between the
domains, one follistatin-like repeat was inserted to allow independent folding and the
transgenic proteins were myc-tagged. Expression of the cDNAs encoding chick mini-agrin
(c-magB8) or mouse mini-agrin (m-magz8) was under the control of the promoter elements
of muscle creatine kinase (Fig. 1A). While c-magB8 was constitutively expressed (see also
26), expression of m-magz8 could be suppressed by doxycycline in the drinking water (tetoff system; see 27 for further details). For both constructs, several mouse lines were
established, which expressed the transgenes at different levels (Fig. 1B, C). In the current
studies, we mainly used the non-inducible line c-magB8 and two m-magz8 lines without the
addition of doxycycline. As expected for the MCK promoter (28, 29), c-magB8 was
expressed as early as embryonic day 13.5 (SI, Fig. 6). In adult muscle, c-magB8 was not
enriched at NMJs unlike endogenous agrin (SI, Fig. 6C, D). A similar expression pattern of
the transgene was observed in each of the tet-off lines that expressed m-magz8 in the
absence of doxycycline (data not shown).
To test whether overexpression of magB/z8 induces the formation of ectopic
postsynaptic structures, we examined hindlimb and diaphragm muscles in adult animals.
In line with previous results (24), all these muscles contained ectopic AChR clusters. We
noticed, however, a large difference between muscles to form ectopic AChR aggregates.
For example, soleus muscle contained many ectopic AChR clusters (Fig. 1D) while
extensor digitorum longus (EDL) contained only very few (Fig. 1E). Quantification
revealed that the average number of ectopic AChR clusters per muscle fiber ranged from
2 (soleus) to 0.1 (EDL) (Fig. 1F). This 20-fold difference in the responses of soleus and
EDL muscles was not due to differences in levels of the c-magB8 (Fig. 1B, C). Moreover,
the order of responsiveness was the same in all the transgenic lines irrespective of the
levels of magB/z8 (data not shown). Denervation of hindlimb muscles resulted in the
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formation of an exuberant number of AChR clusters in both muscles, and the difference in
cluster number between muscles was abrogated (data not shown). These results thus
indicate that the intrinsic sensitivity to ectopic expression of magB/z8 differs greatly
between muscles.
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Fig. 1. Transgenic expression of a miniaturized form of neural agrin induces the formation
of non-synaptic AChR clusters.

(A) Top: Schematic presentation of the protein domains of agrin and the localization of the
alternative mRNA splice sites A/y and B/z (modified from 13). Bottom: Schematic representation of
mini-agrin constructs used. Promoters are shown in green, the domains included in the mini-agrin
were derived from either chick (c-magB8) or mouse agrin (m-magz8).
(continued on the next page)
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Both mini-agrins include a myc-tag at the C-terminus (white) for detection. MCK represent the 1.3
kb fragment of the human muscle creatine kinase (MCK) promoter as described (26). TetO7-CMV
represents the tetracycline-responsive promoter. After mating such a transgenic mouse with a
MCK-tTA mouse (43), the m-magz8 is expressed exclusively in skeletal muscle as described
elsewhere (27).
(B) Western blot analysis of muscle extracts of 6 week-old mice from different transgenic lines
using anti-myc antibodies. Line m-magz8_H expresses high levels while lines m-magz8_L and cmagB8 express moderate levels of the transgene.
(C) Quantification of the signals observed in Western blots. Soleus muscles are represented by
open bars, EDL muscles by filled bars. Relative intensity represents mean ± SD. Number of
samples measured (n) is given.
(D, E) Single fiber layer bundles of soleus (D) or EDL (E) muscles isolated from 6 week-old cmagB8 transgenic mice. AChRs are stained with Alexa-555-α-bungarotoxin (red) and motor nerves
are labeled by YFP (44). While many ectopic AChR clusters are seen in the soleus muscle (D),
only few can be detected in EDL.
(F) Quantification of the number of ectopic AChR clusters per NMJ. Numbers represent mean ±
SEM; N = 3 mice. In each mouse between 87 and 424 muscle fibers were examined. Note that
there is a large difference in the response of a muscle to c-magB8. Abbreviations: sol: soleus; dia:
diaphragm; lg: lateral gastrocnemius; mg: medial gastrocnemius; ta: tibialis anterior; pl: plantaris;
edl: extensor digitorum longus. Scale bars: 250 µm.
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Mini-agrin expressed by skeletal muscle is sufficient to drive synapse formation in
the absence of endogenous agrin.

We have previously shown that expression of full-length chick agrin in motor neurons
is capable of preventing the perinatal death of agrin-deficient mice (30). The relatively low
number of ectopic postsynapses, the fact that the innervation band remained localized in
the center of the muscle and the lack of an overt phenotype in the transgenic mice led us
to test whether NMJs would still form in the absence of any nerve-derived agrin. To
investigate this, we mated the transgenic mice with heterozygous agrin-deficient mice (20)
to obtain lines that are deficient for agrin and express mag B/z8 in skeletal muscle (magB/z8;
agrn-/-). Such mice were born alive and could not be distinguished from their littermate
controls (Fig. 2A; see also SI Video). While some mice developed symptoms such as
kyphosis, signs of muscle fibrillation and eventually died early, the majority was fertile and
lived for a prolonged time, the oldest being now 1 year old (Fig. 2B). NMJs in the mag B/z8;
agrn-/- mice were localized to the central region of the muscle both in soleus (Fig. 2C) and
EDL (Fig. 2D). At higher magnification, the NMJs of the mag B/z8; agrn-/- (Fig. 2E and F)
mice looked remarkably similar to those of control littermates (inserts in Fig. 2E and F). In
summary, these experiments show that uniform expression of mini-agrin in skeletal
muscle restores the formation of nerve-muscle synapses, notably of presynaptic nerve
terminals. Interestingly, the rescue is superior to that obtained by the expression of fulllength agrin in motor neurons (30).
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(continued on the next page)
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Fig. 2. Transgenic expression of magB/z8 in muscle restores NMJ function and prevents
perinatal death of agrin mutant mice.
-/-

(A) Photograph of two 8 week-old littermates. No difference is seen between c-magB8; agrn and a
+/-

control (agrn ) littermate.
(B) Summary of the overall phenotype of rescued mice using three different transgenic mouse
lines. Number of mice born is given for each line. A low percentage of the rescued mice shows
th

motor deficits and eventually dies before the age of three months (4 column). The current age of
th

the oldest mice is given (5 column). See also SI Video for locomotory behavior.
(C, D) Low magnification images of EDL (C) and soleus (D) muscle from a 7 week-old m-magz8;
-/-

agrn

mouse. AChRs are visualized by Alexa-555-α-bungarotoxin (red), motor nerves by YFP

(green). Scale bar: 250 µm.
-/-

(E, F) Confocal images of NMJs of m-magz8; agrn mice in the EDL (E) and soleus (F) muscle. For
comparison, NMJs of control mice are shown in the inserts. NMJs of rescued mice appear slightly
more fragmented. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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Development of NMJs.

We next examined the development of the NMJ between embryonic day 13.5 (E13.5)
and embryonic day 18.5 (E18.5). For comparison with other studies addressing NMJ
development (e.g. 20, 31), we focused on the diaphragm muscle. To minimize biological
variation, we always compared mice of the different genotypes from the same litter. As
controls, we used mice that were not transgenic and carried at least one wild-type allele
for agrn (agrn+/?). These were compared with agrin-deficient (agrn-/-), transgenic control
(magB/z8; agrn+/?) and transgenic, agrin-deficient mice (magB/z8; agrn-/-). Diaphragms were
isolated from embryos and both the presynaptic nerve terminals and postsynaptic AChR
clusters were visualized in whole mount preparations (see SI, Figs. 7 – 10).
At E13.5, the motor nerves had entered the diaphragm and only few branches
emerged (SI; Fig. 7). Diaphragms from mice expressing magB/z8 contained more AChR
clusters than those from control and agrin-deficient mice (Fig. 3A), but most of them were
not contacted by nerve terminals (Fig. 3A). At E14.5, motor nerves had branched further
(SI, Fig. 8). The number, intensity and the fraction of the AChR clusters associated with
presynaptic nerve terminals had increased in all genotypes except in agrn-/- mice (SI, Fig.
8; Fig. 3B). In transgenic mice, however, non-synaptic AChR clusters remained more
frequent than in controls (Fig. 3B). At E16.5, the majority of AChR clusters in control mice
were confined to a central band where they were contacted by nerves (Fig. 3C and SI,
Fig. 9) whereas in agrin-deficient mice only remnants of AChR clusters were detected
(Fig. 3C), and motor nerves continued to grow towards the tendon (SI, Fig. 9). Nerve
association of AChR clusters was also increased in magB/z8 transgenic mice although the
number of nerve-free AChR clusters remained substantial (Fig. 3C; SI, Fig. 9). At E18.5,
NMJ maturation was further advanced in control mice (Fig. 3D; SI, Fig. 10), whereas most
AChR clusters had disappeared from agrn-/- diaphragms (Fig. 3D). In contrast in mag B/z8
transgenic mice, irrespective of whether they were deficient for endogenous agrin or not,
many of the AChR clusters were contacted by the motor nerve terminals (Fig. 3D). Unlike
control diaphragms, however, those expressing mini-agrin still contained non-synaptic
AChR clusters, and their innervation band appeared wider than in controls (SI, Fig. 10).
To quantify the influence of the ectopic expression of mini-agrin on motor innervation,
we determined its effect on the width of the synaptic band. A widening by mag B/z8 could be
resolved as early as E14.5 and was even more pronounced at E18.5 (Fig. 4A).
Interestingly, the widening of the synaptic band was largely due to the expression of
magB/z8, as only a small additional increase was seen in magB/z8; agrn-/- mice (Fig. 4A).
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Fig. 3. Confocal images of diaphragms from E13.5 to E18.5 mice of the different genotypes
indicated at the top.
The entire thickness of the diaphragms were scanned with either a 40x (A-C) or a 20x (D)
objective. Images were recorded from whole mounts as shown in SI Figs. 7-10. Scale bars: 50 µm
(A-C) and 100 µm (D).
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AChR clusters that are contacted by the nerve are stabilized.

The current model proposes that neural agrin deposited at the site of innervation
stabilizes AChR clusters while ACh acts as a dispersal factor to remove non-synaptic
AChR clusters that are devoid of neural agrin (21). Since mini-agrin is secreted throughout
the entire length of the muscle fibers in the mag B/z8 transgenic mice, all AChR clusters,
irrespective of whether they are innervated should be stable. To test this, we
systematically recorded confocal stacks through the entire thickness of hemidiaphragms
from developmental time points (see detailed description in "Materials and Methods" and
SI, Figs. 8 – 10). For each stack, the total number of AChR clusters, the number of
clusters contacted by nerve terminals, and the volume of the clusters were determined.
The number of AChR clusters per stack was higher in mag B/z8 transgenic mice than in
controls at each developmental time point (Fig. 4B). In control mice, the percentage of
synaptic AChR clusters steadily increased over time to reach close to 100% by E18.5
(Fig. 4C) and the number of non-synaptic AChR clusters decreased (SI, Fig. 11). In
magB/z8; agrn+/? mice, the percentage of synaptic AChR clusters also increased (Fig. 4C)
and the number of non-synaptic clusters decreased over time (SI, Fig. 11). Importantly, a
similar increase in the number of synaptic and a decrease of non-synaptic AChR clusters
was seen in the magB/z8; agrn-/- mice (Fig. 4C; SI, Fig. 11). Nerve-associated (i.e. synaptic)
AChR clusters were also significantly larger than those that were not innervated and the
difference became more pronounced at later developmental time points (Fig. 4D). Thus,
even when nerve terminals do not secrete agrin, those AChR clusters that are contacted
by nerve terminals are selectively stabilized although this process is slower in magB/z8
transgenic mice than in control mice. These results strongly suggest that nerve terminals
release a factor different from agrin that selectively stabilizes AChR clusters.
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Fig. 4. Quantification of the width of the synaptic band (A), of the number of AChR clusters
(B), the percentage of synaptic AChR clusters (C) and the size of synaptic (open bars) and
non-synaptic (filled bars) AChR clusters (D).
For each parameter, diaphragms from at least three mice were examined. Numbers represent
mean ± SEM from one stack of confocal images through the entire hemidiaphragm. For each
hemidiaphragm, three to eight stacks of confocal images were measured (see SI, Fig. 8 – 10 as
examples). Numbers of stacks measured (n) are given (A, B). P-values (two tailed Student‘s t-test):
**: p ≤ 0.01; *: p ≤ 0.05; n.s.: p > 0.05. For experimental details see Materials and Methods.
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Carbachol stabilizes synaptic AChR clusters.

A candidate for a nerve-derived factor could be the neurotransmitter itself. To test for
this, we made use of an ex vivo preparation of diaphragms isolated from E14.5 embryos.
In this experimental paradigm, the number AChR clusters is determined after culturing the
entire diaphragms for 18 hours at 37°C (SI, Fig. 12; 32). In diaphragms from control mice,
most of the AChR clusters were lost after 18 hours incubation (SI, Fig. 12; Fig. 5A).
Diaphragms from agrin mutant mice had fewer AChR clusters, and almost none were left
after incubation (SI, Fig. 12; Fig. 5A). In contrast, diaphragms that continued to synthesize
magB/z8 (i.e. that were derived from magB/z8; agrn+/? or magB/z8; agrn-/- mice) showed a
massive increase in the number of AChR clusters (Fig. 5A). To test the influence of AChR
activation on AChR cluster stability, we incubated diaphragms for 18 hours in the
presence of the AChR agonist carbachol (CCh). Conspicuously, culturing control
diaphragms in the presence of 0.1 mM CCh increased the fraction of AChRs remaining by
2.4 fold, i.e. from 21 to 51%. Interestingly, this is equal to the fraction of AChR clusters
that had been contacted by nerves before incubation (see Fig. 4B). In contrast, CCh did
not affect AChR cluster number in agrn-/- and in magB/z8 transgenic diaphragms (SI, Fig.
12; Fig. 5A). Finally, unlike cluster number, cluster size was not affected by CCh (Fig. 5B).
These results show that an excess of exogenous agrin is sufficient to saturate AChR
aggregation. In control diaphragms, CCh has a local stabilizing effect on those AChR
clusters that are formed during development by the action of neural agrin. As a
consequence, rescued AChR clusters in control diaphragms are localized in the central
region where motor nerves have innervated the muscle and deposited neural agrin (see
SI, Fig. 12A). Conversely, and consistent with the idea that neural agrin is necessary for
this stabilizing function, CCh does not prevent AChR cluster loss in agrn-/- diaphragms.
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Fig. 5. Carbachol stabilizes AChR clusters in the presence of agrin.

Quantification of the number (A) and the size (B) of AChR clusters present after overnight
cultivation of diaphragms isolated from E14.5 embryos from different genotypes. Carbachol (CCh)
was added at a final concentration of 0.1 mM. Data represent ± SEM from 4 independent
experiments (N = 5 – 66). P-values (one tailed Student‘s t-test): **: p ≤ 0.01; *: p ≤ 0.05; n.s.: not
significant. For images of AChR clusters in these experiments, see also SI, Fig. 12.
(continued on the next page)
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(C) Proposed model for the action of acetylcholine to stabilize AChR clusters. At the NMJ, release
of agrin causes MuSK dimerization and phosphorylation. This activates intracellular signaling
pathways such as the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (GB, MAR, unpublished
observation). Release of ACh from the presynaptic nerve terminal depolarizes the muscle fiber
(ΔVt) and disperses aneural AChR clusters (red arrow) as proposed by others (23, 31). ACh also
causes the opening of AChRs and stabilizes them at sites of agrin-MuSK signaling. Dispersal of
aneural AChR clusters in wild-type mice, which are not stabilized by agrin-MuSK signaling is fast
(right part of the scheme). In magB/z8 transgenic mice, aneural AChR clusters are stabilized by
agrin-MuSK signaling (left part of the scheme) but most of them still disperse slowly as they lack
the local ACh signal from the nerve terminal. One possibility for the stabilizing function of ACh on
postsynaptic structures is the local influx of Ca

2+

via AChRs that could act in parallel with agrin-

MuSK signaling.
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3.5 DISCUSSION

Our work provides new insights into several aspects of how NMJs form during
development and, in particular, of how agrin-MuSK signaling regulates this process. The
staring point of our work was the observation that mice overexpressing mag B/z8 did not
show a strong phenotype despite the presence of some ectopic AChR clusters in the
skeletal muscle. We also observed a large difference in the response of muscles to the
expression of magB/z8, suggesting that muscles differ greatly in their capability of
responding to neural agrin. A similar difference in response to innervation has been
described previously (33). In that work, muscles like soleus or diaphragm were
categorized as "delayed synapsing" (DeSyn) while EDL and gastrocnemius muscles were
characterized as ―fast synapsing‖ (FaSyn). We find now that DeSyn muscles respond well
to the mini-agrin transgene while FaSyn muscles respond poorly. One possible
explanation for such a muscle-intrinsic difference to respond to innervation and to neural
agrin is a difference in the expression of molecules involved in agrin-MuSK signaling, such
as MuSK itself, Dok-7 (6) or Lrp4 (5). Indeed, MuSK expression is substantially lower in
the less-responsive EDL than in the highly responsive soleus (SL, MM and MAR,
unpublished observation).

Agrin domains sufficient for postsynaptic differentiation.
Agrin is a large heparan sulfate proteoglycan that has been shown to bind to several cell
surface receptors (integrins, α-dystroglycan and N-CAM), to growth factors (FGF), and
extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules (laminins, other heparan sulfate proteoglycans). The
fact that the miniaturized form of neural agrin consisting solely of the laminin-binding (25)
and the MuSK-activating domains (10, 12) can rescue the perinatal death caused by agrin
deficiency strongly argues that none of the other interactions of full-length agrin are
required for its function in the initial development of NMJs. Of particular interest is the fact
that our work provides the first in vivo evidence that induction of postsynaptic structures
during development does not require binding of neural agrin to α-dystroglycan, unlike what
previous work had postulated (34).
Our data also show that presynaptic differentiation is not a direct consequence of the
accumulation of agrin at nerve-muscle contacts as had been postulated (35, 36). Instead,
presynapses are rather formed as a consequence of the accumulation of other factor(s)
that become concentrated in response to agrin-MuSK signaling during postsynaptic
differentiation. Consistent with this idea, motor nerves continue to grow in MuSK-deficient
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mice (4) and overexpression of MuSK in skeletal muscle, which causes its self-activation
and the formation of AChR postsynapses is sufficient to induce presynaptic differentiation
in agrn-/- mice and thus prevents perinatal death (37). Factors that have been shown to
accumulate during postsynaptic differentiation and have been implicated to induce
presynaptic differentiation are FGFs, laminin-β2 and collagen α(IV) chains (38).
Alternatively, activation of MuSK alone could be sufficient to induce presynaptic
specialization. A direct feedback of activated MuSK to motor neurons has indeed been
described in vitro (39).

The central region of the muscle is more responsive to mini-agrin during
development.
Although there is no difference in the level of expression of magB/z8 between the central
and the most lateral part of the muscle fibers, the AChR clusters induced are localized in
the central region. This preferential localization is most likely based on a high
concentration of MuSK in the central portion of the muscle (37). In support of this idea,
AChR clusters are scattered along the entire muscle fiber in adult mice that overexpress
both magB/z8 and MuSK in skeletal muscle (MM, SL and MAR, unpublished observation).
Nevertheless, the synaptic band in the magB/z8 transgenic mice became significantly
widened (Fig. 4A). There are several reasons that may underlie this effect. For example,
high concentrations of magB/z8 should allow MuSK activation in regions where expression
of this receptor tyrosine kinase is low. Activation of MuSK would then trigger
transcriptional changes that allow recruitment of more MuSK (17). Thus, the region of the
muscle in which AChRs can be clustered and stabilized by innervation is wider in mag B/z8
transgenic mice. Such a widening of the innervation band was also observed in mice
overexpressing MuSK (37), suggesting that activated MuSK and neural agrin are in an
equilibrium and that perturbation of this equilibrium causes a change in the width of the
innervation band. Alternatively, the widening of the synaptic band might be based on the
insufficient presence of a stop signal for presynaptic axons. We believe this explanation is
less likely, as widening of the synaptic band is also observed in mag B/z8; agrn+/? mice that
still express endogenous full-length agrin (Fig. 4A).

ACh released from motor nerve terminal stabilizes AChR clusters.
Although the innervation band becomes wider in magB/z8; agrn-/- mice, motor neurons
nevertheless stop and form proper NMJs. Further, the number of non-synaptic AChR
clusters decreases, the proportion of nerve-contacted AChR clusters increases during
development (Fig. 4B, C), and the volume of nerve-contacted AChR clusters is
significantly larger than that of non-synaptic ones (Fig. 4D). Thus, nerve-contacted
postsynapses are preferentially maintained in magB/z8; agrn-/- animals while those that are
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not innervated are eliminated, indicating that the motor nerve terminal produces factors in
addition to agrin that stabilize synaptic AChR clusters during development. Our data now
indicate that such a factor might be ACh itself as addition of the AChR agonist CCh
stabilizes AChR clusters in cultured, denervated diaphragm muscle (Fig. 5A). In current
models, the only role of ACh was that of a dispersal activity for spontaneously formed
AChR clusters (Fig. 5C). In these models, the local deposition of agrin in synaptic basal
lamina and thus activation of MuSK counteracted the dispersal activity of ACh. As the
number of synaptic AChR clusters still increases in magB/z8; agrn+/? and magB/z8; agrn-/mice, although all AChR clusters are stabilized by magB/z8, we propose a model in which
local signaling pathways activated by ACh contribute to the stabilization of synaptic AChR
clusters (Fig. 5 C). One possibility is that the opening of AChRs by ACh causes the local
influx of calcium (40). As calcium has been shown to be required for agrin-induced AChR
clustering and cluster maintenance in vitro (41), the high calcium concentration in
conjunction with activation of agrin-MuSK signaling could result in sustained stabilization
of postsynaptic structures (Fig. 5C). According to our model, aneural postsynaptic
structures in wild-type mice will disperse rapidly because they lack both the local calcium
influx and agrin-MuSK signaling. Aneural AChR clusters in magB/z8 transgenic mice will
disperse only slowly because they are partially protected by the active agrin-MuSK
signaling (Fig. 5C). Nevertheless, our data show that these aneural AChR clusters are still
removed and we suggest that this is due to the lack of a local calcium influx (Fig. 5C).
Interestingly, an influence of calcium influx through AChR channels on innervation has
been suggested previously: changing the dynamics of AChR-mediated calcium influx by
genetically engineering fetal-type AChRs to adopt the ion conductance properties of adulttype AChRs causes a widening of the synaptic band (40, 42). In summary, our work has
uncovered a new role of the ACh in the stabilization of postsynaptic receptors. A dual role
of neurotransmitters to locally stabilize the postsynaptic receptor clusters that are apposed
by a nerve terminal and to destabilize those that are not innervated by the appropriate
presynaptic nerve terminal may also be involved in synapse formation and selective
synapse elimination in the CNS.
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3.6 SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

SI Fig. 6. Expression of c-magB8 in embryonic and adult muscle. (A, B) Whole mounts of
diaphragm muscles from E13.5 c-magB8 transgenic (A, A') or wild-type (B, B') mice. Muscles were
stained with an antibody raised against chick agrin (10) followed by an Alexa-488 conjugated
secondary antibody (green; A, B).
(continued on the next page)
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AChRs were visualized with Alexa-555-α-bungarotoxin (red; A', B'). The transgenic protein is
detected already at E13.5 (compare A to B). (C, D) Cross-sections of soleus muscle from 6 weekold c-magB8 transgenic (C, C') or wild-type (D, D') mice. Staining procedure was the same as
described above. The transgenic protein is detected in the muscle basal lamina without a particular
enrichment at AChR clusters. Note: immunoreactivity in wild-type mice originates from the crossreactivity of the antiserum with mouse agrin. Scale bars: 50 µm (A, B) and 25 µm (C, D).
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SI Figs. 7-10. Whole mounts of diaphragm muscles from E13.5 to E18.5. AChR clusters were
visualized by Alexa-555-α-bungarotoxin. Motor neurons are visualized either by YFP expression or
by an antibody mixture against neurofilament and synaptophysin. White frames indicate the regions
used for quantification as shown in Fig. 4 and SI Fig. 11. Scale bars: 250 µm.
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SI Fig. 11. Absolute number of non-synaptic AChR clusters per stack. Quantification and
parameters were set the same as in Fig. 4.
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SI Fig. 12. Confocal images of E14.5 diaphragms after 18 hours cultivation. Whole mounts of
diaphragm muscles were incubated with or without carbachol (CCh). AChR clusters, visualized by
Alexa-555-α-bungarotoxin, were recorded with a 40x objective through the entire thickness of the
muscles. Three image stacks from each hemidiaphragm in the central
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